


First Quality. 
Great Service. 
Right Price. 

F.0.8. Cinti. OH 

Cas-Ker has it all! 
Jeweler's 
Bench 
Extra thick top. 
3 Large drawers. 
Catch-i!ll tray. 
Bench pin. 
Anvil holder. 
39"Wx19"Dx38"H. 
Shipping weight 
162. lbs. 
BN-250 
525000 

Clasps for Seiko 
and Pulsar Bands 
26 pc. Assortment 
includes: buckle 
extenders, buckle 
spring bars, safety 
chains, foldover 
clasps, and plastic 
compartment box. 
No. 200 

s399s s7500 Valuel 

Seiko Type Safef¥ Chains 
First quality with hooks 
and eyes. 

Available in gold or 
rhodium finish. 

Money back 
Guarantee. 

SCG Yellow 
SCS White 

5S4° per dz. Compare at 51920 

Dual Exhaust Dust Collector 
1/3 HP Motor, 
3450 RPM. 
6.6AMPS, 
llOVAC. 
20"Wxl 7"Dx12"H. 
1/2" Shaft with 2 
tapered spindles. 

DC2025 

524700 F.0.8. Cinti. OH 

Phone your order toll freell 1-800-543-0408 
In Ohio phone 1-800-582-8027. S15 minimum WATS order. 

Information and inquiries phone 513-241-7073. 

C ~ C 2121 Spring Grove Avenue 
• ~ P. 0. Box 14069-A a s @[f 0 • Cincinnati, Ohio 45214 
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Editorial 

Orville R. Hagans 
Hamilton E. Pease 
Marvin E. Whitney 

Do we sometimes revere and rely too much on the past masters of our profession? 
Because a particular operation was performed in a certain manner years ago, must we 
follow the exact rule of that master? 

We overlook the masters of our time and those who will succeed them. Too often 
new ideas are criticized only because it means change. Mankind, by his nature, opposes 
anything that will deviate from his built-in time clock. 

Listen, give a mind's-eye view and explore every avenue to accomplish your goals, 
whether professional or personal. 

UP FRONT 
FTC CHARGES MICHIGAN WATCHMAKERS GUILD 
FIXED MINIMUM REPAIR AND CLEANING PRICES 

O n April 15th the Federal Trade Commission charged that the Michigan Watchmak
ers Guild conspired with its members to fix nationwide prices for cleaning and re

pairing watches, clocks, and jewelry by establishing suggested minimum prices, in viola
tion of federal antitrust law. Under a consent agreement with the FTC, the Guild agreed 
not to establish minimum or other prices in the future. 

Since February 1980, after attending a joint Justice Department/Federal Trade 
Commission seminar on the subject, AWi has been advising individual members and 
Affiliate Chapters not to discuss prices with others engaged in the field of watch and 
clock repair, and certainly not to conduct price surveys for the purpose of establishing 
recommended repair prices. A few chapters, including the Michigan Watchmakers Guild, 
and some individuals failed to heed AWl'sadvice. This resulted in the recently announced 
FTC action . 

According to a complaint accompanying the consent agreement, the Guild has 
adopted and distributed annual suggested price lists to its members and others through
out the United States. The complaint alleges the Guild used the price lists to restrain 
price competition and to increase or maintain cleaning and repair costs to consumers. 

The consent agreement was scheduled to appear in the Federal Register April 18. 
It will be subject to public comment for 60 days, until June 16, after which the Com
mission will decide whether to make it final. 

A consent agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute ad
mission of a law violation. When the Commission issues a consent order on a final basis, 
it carries the force of law with respect to future actions. Each violation of such an order 
may result in a civil penalty of up to $10,000. 

Comments should be addressed to the Office of the Secretary. FTC, 6th St. and 
Pennsylvannia Ave N.W., Washington, D.C. 20580. 

Copies of the agreement. the complaint, and an analysis of the agreement are 
available from the FTC's Public Reference Branch, Room 130, same address; (202) 
523-3598; TTY (202) 523-3638. 

This month's front cover is a scene from 
Yosemite National Park in California. 
Gregory Zanoni of Trenton, New Jersey 
is the photographer. 



FULL SERVICE WHOLESALER 

OUR CRYSTAL DEPARTMENT HAS EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL TO 
HANDLE ALL YOUR WATCH CRYSTAL NEEDS FROM FITTING TO 
REFILLS. TRY US - YOU WON'T BE DISAPPOINTED. 

I 

CYCLOPE 
~ onru C~'UTAL ., 

RO LEX 
Tl.JOOR 

I -

0 
0.M.llGA 

VIATCHCo .. ... ............ 
•w••• -•Dill: 

n 
GENUINE 

• ACCUTRON 
• BULOVA 

• CARAVELLE 
jW•lt:ll RESIST.wT CRYSTAi. 

FITTING LCD FANCIES - LED FANCIES - OLDER FANCY - MINERAL 
TENSION RING - WATERPROOF ROUNDS - HUNTING 
CASE - DIVERS - CYLINDER LADIES ROUND 

GENUINE ARMITRON - BULOVA - CASIO - CITIZEN - LONGINES 
OMEGA - PULSAR - ROLEX - SEIKO - TIMEX - ZODIAC 

REFILLS G & S - HI DOMES - TENSION RING - FLAT TOP 
CYLINDERS - PERFIT - GLASS - FLAT - THINS - MINERAL 
WEDGE LEDGE 

~ 

~Esslinger & CD. 
P.O. BOX 43561 ST. PAUL, MN 55164 
NATIONAL WATS-ORDERS ONLY - 800-328-0205 
MINNESOTA WATS-ORDERS ONLY - 800-392-0334 
INQUIRIES-INFORMATION - 612-452-7180 
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J am a great believer in the old saying "Don't 
preach me a sermon, show me one!" Life 
is composed of two kinds of people-the 

'talkers' and the 'doers.' The talkers can ramble on 
and on, tell you what to do and how to do it, yet 
they are never able to do it, or worse yet, never get 
around to doing it themselves. 

On the other hand, the doers get it done in 
about the same time the others spend just talking 
about it. It may not be the fanciest way or even the 
best way, but it does get done. 

Thank goodness I've been surrounded with 
with the doers these past two years. These are the 

o 0 o 
THE F-BLK-50 ASSORTMENT 

BB-PERFIT introduces a line of tempered, flat top & bottom, 
blank glass crystals. Designed for today's thin watch, each of these 
fancy shaped crystals can be used for many different size bezels. 
If you have a grinder-you need th is assortment. 
F-BLK-50 assortment - % dozen each, 48 fancy shape sizes, (144 
crystals) in labeled boxes .................... $152.50 

Fred S. Burckhardt 

people who deserve the credit for whatever success 
A WI has experienced in these years. Since this will 
be the last message from me as president, I would 
like to take this opportunity to thank the doers: 
the Board of Directors, the A WI Central staff, the 
Horological Times staff, the A WI Past Presidents, the 
committee chairmen and committee members, and 
of course, Milton C. Stevens and Michael P. Danner. 

We should all feel very fortunate for those 
listed above. These are the ones who have worked for 
our benefit. As I said before, "Don't preach me a 
sermon, show me one!" 

~GLASS 
CRYSTAL GRINDER 
FEATURES: 

• %HP,1725RPM 
• Sponge 
• Water Pan 
• On-Off Switch 
• 4" Grinding Wheel • • Solid Base 
• Direct Drive 

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR WATCH MATERIAL DISTRIBUTOR 

AMERICANPERFITCRYSTAL CORP 653 Eleventh Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036 
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Swiss Watch Batteries. 
New! Save Lots-of-Dollars when 

You Buy Factory Fresh, High Quality Swiss Watch Batteries in Convenient, 
Low-Cost, Bubble-Pok! -------------------

• High Quality Factory Fresh • 
• Absolutely Guaranteed • 

Swiss Value-Pak Swiss Value-Pak Swiss Value-Pak 
Type Cost Type Cost Type Cost - - -- --
392 .. •I I I 0 ' .22 357 I 0 0 I 0 I I• .72 392 .. I 0 I 0 0 0 .22 
364 . . . . . . . . .27 361 ' . . . . . . . .45 393 .. > o I. 0 0 o .47 
301 . . . . . . . . . .58 362 . .... . . .43 394 . . t I 0 I I I .52 
303 . . . . . . .70 364 . . . . . . . . .27 395 0 ' I I 0 I .. .46 
313 0 0 I I I< I .65 366 . . . . . . . . .55 396 .... ..... .47 
315 I 0 I o o . . .62 370 . . . . . . . . . .46 397 . .. . . . . .. .36 
317 I I< 0 .75 371 0 I I 0 I .. .44 399 ' .. .. . . . . .46 
319 . . . . . . . .85 373 I I I I 0 0 ' .. .65 
321 . . . . . .45 377 . .. . . . .45 LR43 I I I 0 o 4 I .24 
323 . . . . . . .49 379 . . . . . . . . . .93 LR44 . . . . . . . . . .24 
325 . . . . . . . .49 381 . . . . . ... .48 
329 . . . . ' .. .68 384 . . . . . . . . .35 1220 ...... ' . .71 
341 ... . . .82 386 I I I 0 0 I 0 I 0 .52 1620 I I o o o ' . .71 
343 . . .. . . . . . .46 387 . . . . . . . .75 2016 ...... . . .63 
344 . . ' 0 0 I .. .75 388 . . . . . . . .75 2025 '•' ' •I' . . .61 
350 . . . . . . . . . .95 389 . . . . . . . . .42 2032 .. . . . .61 
354 . . . . . . . . .53 390 . . . . . . . .52 2320 .... . . ' . .73 
355 '. . . . . . . 1.65 391 . . . . . . .45 2430 . . . .... .83 

Prices subject to c hange. Pricing on other references available on request. 

WE ALSO STOCK TEARSTRIPS FROM RENATA nUrrtMJ maxell Panasonic 
special special bonus block 

63/4 x 8 ". 5V2 x 63/4 
AA .45 (2 pack) 

~~· AA .45 (4 pack) 

~ 
AAA .45 (2 pack) 

Y481 Y588 (Y590) c .65 (2 pack) 
D .65 (2 pack) 

$995 (reg. $10.95) $995 (reg. $12.95) N .40 (2 pack) 
9V .70 (1 pack) 

special special Quick-Ship" 5V2 x 63/4 ~ 5
1
hx6% 

•' ESA 927.002 ESA 978.002 800-292-5522 (578) 
$995 (reg. $15.95) $1350 (reg. $16.95) IN CALIFORNIA CALL: (800) 331-5522 

special special (C OCE~~SIDE)y 
33/4 x 8 !$) 6% xB Woridw~ Imp.mm and Disnibuum 

ESA 202.001 ESA 961.001 2790 Harbor Blvd., P.O. Box 2404 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

$1695 (reg. $24.00) $695 (reg. $9.45) Information 1 (714) 751-5522 
TELEX: 5101 00 21n OCEANSIDE 
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l)enc.h Tips 
Joe Crooks 

/ 

A Hook to ''Catch" the Hole 

This month's tip comes from W.A. laggard of Al
toona, Pennsylvania. 

~ the times that occasional hole end of a 
/ ~ainspring "slips" inside the barrel of my 

Wilbers clock mainspring winder, I made a 
hook to "catch" the hole. 

NO ONE GIVES YOU 
BETTER SERVICE 

FINDINGS 

SUPPLIES 

TOOLS 

$15.00 MINIMUM 

JEWELMONT®~ ~ 
CORPORAllON • __I 

(AREA CODE 612) 546-3800 
MINNESOTA WATS 800-742-0508 

NATIONWIDE WATS 800-328-0614 

800 BOONE AVENUE NORTH 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55427 
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I"'-.. o 
11132

.. 45 notch 

2-17/32" 9/64" steel wire 

...-7;s .. -I 

This is in addition to the two hooks furnished with the 
Wilburs Mainspring Winder. 

I hold the barrel and notched end of the hook 
in the slot against the mainspring with my gloved 
left hand. While turning the crank with my right 
hand, the hook notch will catch the hole . A turn 
or two of the crank will enable the repositioning of 
the barrel where desired. 

I really enjoy and benefit from the tips 
appearing in this column, as well as all of the other 
articles in the Horological Times. 

SEND YOUR TIPS TO: Jingle Joe, AWi Central, 3700 
Harrison Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45211. 



Yes, We Have 
IN STOCK I- 2NSO 

Movement No. Size Thickness 

Armitron 5590 11'h 5.0MM 
32003 6'!. x 8 3.5 MM 

BFG 888 13'h 5.5MM 

EJ 30 12 6.0MM 

ES.A 551 .111 71h 4.35 MM 
555.412 10'h 2.7MM 
561..101 e·. x 0 2.8MM 
579.001 6¥. x 8 2.7MM 
9182 13 5.5MM 
9222 6¥. x 8 4.6MM 
927.102 5'h 3.6MM 
928.411 10'h 2.8MM 
935.31 2 10'h 4.5MM 
940.111 12'h 3.7MM 
944.132 

(day al 12:00) 13 4.0MM 
944.132 13 4.0MM 
951 .111 7% 4.3MM 
960.11 1 11 'h 4.5MM 
961 .001 6¥. x 8 3.8MM 
961 .101 6:Y. x 8 4.1 MM 
963.115 83f.1 3.8MM 
965.112 8% 3.8MM 
965.312 1Cl'h 3.8MM 

Y432 

10% DISCOUNT ON FIVE OR MORE MOVEMENTS 
MOVEMENTS CAN BE ASSORTED 

Price Movement No. Size Thickness Price Movement No. Size Thickness Price 

$16.00 FE 6820 5\\ x 5:y, 3.6MM $10.50 Miyota 
$16 00 

FHF 202.001 4 xx 93; , 2.2 MM $22.00 
$16.00 

Handok 820 10\\x 12 34MM $30.00 
$16.00 

Harley/ 
$16.00 Ronda 377 Pulsar 
$16.00 ld•Y at 3!00) 11 \\ 43MM $16.00 
$16.00 R37·7 
$16.00 (day at 12:001 11 17 4.3MM $16.00 
$16.00 672 6:Y. x 8 3.4 MM s16w 
$13.95 872 8~ 40MM $16.00 
$16.00 R1177 11 'h 51MM $16.00 
$16.00 R1377 13'h 6.1 MM $16.00 
$16.00 3572 5 Y, x 6¥. 2.7 MM $16.00 
$16.00 3672 611, x 8 2.7 MM $16.00 PUW 

3772 10'h 26MM $16.00 
$16.00 3972 11 y, 2.6MM $14.00 
$16.00 3975 11 1> 2.8MM $12.00 
$16.00 
$16.00 ISA 1198 11 'h 3.8MM $16.00 
$11 .95 

$30.00 $11.95 Mlyota 2N60 4x6 2.1MM 
$16.00 2\15() 5\.> x ~ 2.6MM $16.00 
$16.00 3N20 5'h x 63!. 2.8 MM $16.00 
$13.00 3TOO 83!. 3.0 MM $16.00 

3T10 83/. 3.0MM $16.00 

Remex 

Rico 
2005 8 3,1.i 4.0MM $16.00 

Quartz Watch Repair Training Course 
The Three Day Hands On Quartz Watch Repair Course is a 

thorough, indepth, technical review of all types of quartz watches. 
The course emphasizes the basic principles and similarities 
between all types of quartz watches and the practical application 
of the fundamentals to everyday quartz watch problems. 

2015 
2025 
2035 
2105 
2115 
3225 

V236 
Y112 
Y121 
V43:1 
Y480 
Y481 
Y573 
Y590 

432 
532 
683A 
(Alarm) 
801 
900 
910 

1910 
6641 

0190 
580 

83!. 
63/. x 8 
6'1· x 8 
10112 
10'h 
5112 x 63

/4 

5% x 63
/4 

11'h 
63!. x 8 
5'hx 6% 
63!. x 8 
63!. x 8 
11 'h 
5'h x 6:Y. 

6:Y. x 8 
63!. x 8 

11 '12 
12 x 12 
63/. x 8 
6'1< x 8 

93;. x 10'12 
11'12 

11'/. 
11 '12 

3.1 MM 
3.1 MM 
4.0MM 
4,0MM 
2.6MM 

3.0MM 
3.1 MM 
3,1 MM 
3.0MM 
2.8MM 
2.8MM 
4,6MM 
3.4 MM 

3.7 MM 
3.5 MM 

3.6MM 
3.7MM 
2.SMM 
2.5MM 

25MM 
4.0MM 

4.3MM 
4.8MM 

The Ultimate In: 
Quartz Watch Dry 
Dusting Systems .. 

Dust-Off II 

$16.00 
$16.00 
$16.00 
$16.00 
$16.00 
$16.00 

$14.00 
$13 00 
$13.00 
$18,00 
S16.00 
s12.oo 
$16.00 
S16.00 

$16 00 
$16.00 

$16.00 
$30.00 
$16.00 
$16 00 

$12.00 
$16.00 

$16.00 
$16.00 

TUITION INCLUDES: 
•Digital Watch Repair Manual Vol. I 
•Quartz Watch Repair Manual Vol. II 
•Business Plan Folder 

The electronic circuits of the Quartz Analog , Digi-ana and the 
LCD are thoroughly examined and tested . Each component is 
visually inspected under the microscope. Their functions and 
location in the watch are well illustrated with microscopic color 
slides. Although the emphasis is on testing, troubleshooting, 
and locating the problem , many repair techniques are actually 
performed by the students, such as, soldering - desoldering, 
circuit board cleaning, and conductive epoxy repairs. Each 
student receives individual attention and close supervision by 
Mr. Zanoni and his expert staff. 

This high pressure dusting 
system with pinpoint 
accuracy, assures precise 
dusting to blow out lint and 
dust from quartz analog 
movements and watch cases. 

Dust-oll 11 Kit 
•The use of all test equipment 
•Testing of quartz movements & components 
• Lunch daily 

No. G-2 .... . ... $22.99 -

•Transportation to and from Townhouse 
Motel and Zantech, Inc. 

•Unlimited telephone consultation 
The next training class will be held on June 23. 24 & 25 Tuition S450 

Kit includes high pressure 
nozzle and 12 oz. refill ~~

Addltlonal 12 oz. refill 
No. Gr-2 .•.•.. • • $4.75 

It R 
" 

II 
COIL REPAIR KIT 

Wire-bond conductive epoxy WB001 is a two part silver 
filled, electrically conductive epoxy which hardens at 
room temperature in a few hours after mixing. Its very 
high electrical conductivity and putty- like properties 
make it suitable for repairing fine broken wires such as 

- coll and motor wires of electron ic watches, and any 
other broken wi re or solder joint, small or large. 

Complete Kit No. WB001 •... • •• • • •• • •••• • $24.95 
A & B Epoxy Relllls No. WB002 ••.•.••• • • • • $19.95 
Video Tape lnatructlona •••••••••• •• . • -. •• • $ 9.95 

"Replacing Quartz Watch Batteries" 
on Video Tape. 

LEARN BATTERY REPLACEMENT THE 
CORRECT WAY with this step-by-step 50 
minute video tape, "Replacing Quartz 
Watch Batteries". The tape illustrates in 
microscopic detail all of the necessary 
methods and techniques for easy and 
profitable battery replacement. It applies 
to all major types and brands of quartz watches, including SEIKO, PULSAR, 
ARMI TRON, CASIO, TIMEX, etc. The tape illustrates the most common 
mistakes made by sales clerks when replacing watch batteries, and most 
important ly, shows how to avoid them. The training program was written , 
directed and produced by Louis and Greg Zanoni, prominent consultants and 
instructors in quartz watch technology. It is sponsored by Maxell Corp. of 
America, a leadi ng manufacutrer of batteries and magnetic recording tapes. 

77 SHADY LANE• TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08819 • (609) 586-5088 

Price ..... $95.00 

Order Phone 1(800)441-7569 
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Henry B. Fried, CMW, CMC, FAWI, FBHI 

A Centennial Watch 

Q I have an l 8s silver case pocket 
watch. It has an enamel dial 
with Roman numerals. The 

name on the dial is Centennial. It has the 
following insignia on the back of the 
watch: 

trademark 
registered 

The bezel snaps on. The back is 
hinged at the bottom. It has a stem to 
wind it. To set it you push in a lever 
on the outside of the case, then the stem 
will move the hands. It has no movement 
numbers of any kind. 

Can you tell me who made this 
watch and when it was made? 

Vernal J. Taysom 
Cedar City, UT 

A I am familar with some of the 
models sold by the Centennial 
Watch Co. The earliest of their 

watches was made for them by G.J. Jacot 
of leLocle and the plates were designed in 
the form of four bridges-1776, made 
expressly for the U.S. Centennial in 1876. 
These were rather well made and were 
marketed by the Centennial Watch Co. of 
Philadelphia. (Lingg Bros. was the im
porter and registered the trademark at 
that time.) After that they imported 
other non-patriotic models with the 
Centennial trademark, such as yours, 
probably with pin settings requiring that 

8 June 1986/Horologica/ Times 

a pin near the pendant on the case edge 
be depressed to shift the clutch lever into 
the hand setting position. Those with the 
1776 bridges are collectors' pieces. Others 
are hardly that desirable. The 1776 bridge 
models had serial numbers on the lower 
plate, visible from the movement side. 
(See "Cavalcade of Time", by Henry B. 
Fried, for photo of such watch.) Your 
watch was most likely made in the decade 
following 1876. 

Q It is good to know there is an 
expert to turn to when help 
is needed. Here is my problem: 

I have a ladies' watch, Omega Modern, 
number on caliber: 36 

403787 
I repaired the watch. When I put it on 
the machine Vibrograph B-200A, the 
watch gave me a perfect beat at 28,800 
but the watch runs 1 hour faster on 
24 hours. 

Do you have a catalog or a book 
that shows the number of teeth on the 
wheels and their pinion? I need to count 
and find out which of the wheels is 
wrong. 

Angel del Razo 
Lemon Grove, CA 

A In your letter you mentioned 
that you have a ladies' watch, 
Omega cal. 36. I have called up 

Mr. Van Kempen, head technician at 

Omega in New York. He told me that 
there is no ladies' Omega watch with 
28,800 vibration. According to my own 
past studies and records of all watches 
with odd vibration rates (published 1970 
by A WI), no ladies' watch had vibration 
rates faster than 21, 306.13 per hour. 

Your watch has just 1200 beats 
an hour too much, so the correct vibra
tion rate with the gear train you now 
have should be 27,600 V.P.H. It is 
possible that somewhere along the line 
a third, fourth or escape wheel might 
have been changed which has a different 
tooth or pinion count than what the real 
wheel or pinion should have. 

Q I have a fusee watch with this in
scription on the dial and back 
of the movement: Johan Riel 

in Stadtamhof 
The number ''32" is found on 

the back of the dial, inside the case, 
and on the movement. The initials 
"GD" are stamped on the front of the 
movement. Do you have any background 
on this? 

Grant Dittmar 
Petoskey, MI 

A I have a record of having 
examined a watch with the same 
name and markings. I noted 

that it was French, despite the fact that 
Stadtamhof was very near Nuremberg 
in Germany. The French made and sota 
(Please turn to page 14) 



Quartz Movements• Over 90 Calibers in Stock! 
Call or Write for Complete Listing and Free ESA Battery Guide . 

. Httrel. BULOVA• ESA • EBAUCHE • F·E 

to Quartz retrofit Accutron 218-2, 
224-2 also replaces ESA 9362, 
536.121 complete with mvt. ring 
and mounting instructions. Order 
BUL 2783 Retrofit Kit. 

$27.00 

927.001 
5112 x 6% L x 2.95mm 

$13.95 
5@ 12.95 

15@ 11.95 

978.003 
5V2 x 6% L x 2.5mm 

$14.50 
5@ 13~50 

FE 6820 
5% x 6% L x 3.6mm 

Replaces 301.001, AS 1012, 1677, 
1977, FEF6620, Bulova 1000, Seiko 
11A 

$10.50 
5@ 9.50 

15@ 8.50 

HARLEY/RONDA• MIYOTA •PULSAR 

I 

~ 
HQ 3572 

5V2 x 6% x 2.7mm 
Popular thinline movement. Re
places 977-001 , 588.001 . Fits 
Bulova 5 AH cases. 

$13.95 
5@ 13.50 

15@ 12.95 

.llttrel 

HQ672 
6% x 8 L x 3.25mm 

Replaces 961 .001. 

$12.95 
5@ 12.00 

15@ 11.00 

MIYOTA 2030 
6 x 8 x 3.15mm 

Sweep, Replaces Citizen 2030, 
Adee 2038 and other 2035. 

$10.95 
5@ 9.95 

V230A 
5112 x 6% x 2.Smm 

Used by Pulsar & Lorus. 

$12.95 
5@ 11.95 

15@ 10.95 

Quartz and Japanese Style 
Crown Assortments 
No other crown approaches Borel Crowns in quality, looks or effective
ness. Borel Crowns are made by the top Swiss producer of crowns 
for new-watch production. Borel stocks the complete range of sizes, 
styles, tap sizes, post lengths and tube openings. 

Write for Sample 
and Literature or call: 

1-800/821-5686 
in Missouri 1-800/892-5818 

Quartz Watch 
Crown Assortment 
28 bottle cabinet contains 50 crowns, 1 each of yellow and 
white of the 25 most popular numbers, 11 dustproof styles 
and 14 waterproof styles. Includes the new smaller diameters 
of 2.75, 3.00, 3.25, 3.50, 3.75 in taps 10, 11, and 12. Refills 
are available. 

Asst. 750/2 s55 

Japanese Style :.. , __ 
Crown Assortment · ., -~ 
Borel replacement crown assortment for Seiko, Pulsar and 
Lorus, includes 56 crowns, 1 each yellow and white of 28 
numbers, most are the waterproof type with gasket. Diameters 
from 3.5 to 6.5mm. Some of the numbers in the assortment are: 
30E02N 35M10N 40M17N 40M32N 45M30N 50D05N 
35D03N 35N57N 40M24N 45001 N 45W29N 55M06N 

Asst. 950/2 Refills available. 

.llttrel 
NATIONAL TOLL-FREE ORDER SERVICE• 1-800/821·5686 

In Missouri 1-800/892-5818 .Jlttrel Borel, 111 O Grand, Kansas City, MO 64106 
Distribution Centers in KANSAS Cl1Y LOS ANGELES OAKLAND 
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WATCHE~ 

WITSCHI Calvin Sustachek 
Q TEST 4100 

WATCH TESTING 
EQUIPMENT 

Q Test 4100 is a watch testing device that has a 
eat deal of versatility . It is designed for testing 

electronic watches and clocks. It has the capability 
to measure voltage, current consumption, and coil resistance 
of quartz watches. LCD display and alarms can be tested. 
It is also designed to measure the rates of mechanical, tuning 
fork, and quartz crystal watches. It has three sensors to 
measure the watch rate-acoustical, magnetic, and capacitive. 

Figure 1 identifies the various components and their 
function. This unit also permits measurement of the rate of 
the watch at the same time current consumption is being 
recorded. The test portion ( 17) is fitted with rigid probes that 
are inserted into the top supply and common terminals ( 15 & 
16) and allows the probes to make contact with the test 
points on the watch movement. These probes are color 

Figure 1 

i 9 {() {f 12 

I 
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18 

19 . 

coded-red for positive and black for negative (common). The 
mirror allows the operator to observe the action of the dial 
and hands of the watch while the tests are being performed. 
The unit also has a set of flexible probes that can be connected 
to a watch that is not in a movement holder on the mirror. 

BATTERY TESTING 
Battery testing can be conducted in two conditions: 

with no load and fixed loads, depending on the use of the 
battery. The three fixed loads are for 2k..n.., 50..n.., and 5-"-. 

The load of 2k..n.. corresponds approximately to the 
load the motor coil of analog watches. This load can be 
applied to al I battery types. 

The load of 50-"-s corresponds approximately to the 
load of the light bulb of LCD watches. Apply this load only to 

CONTROLS AND INDICATORS 

1. Qn-{)ff switch 
2. Display for accuracy 
3. Indicators for signal intensity and bipolar pulses 
4. Indicator for display quantity 
5. Selector for measuring mode 
6. Acoustical sensor 
7. Capactitive and magnetic sensor 

8. Selector for measuring time for accuracy and 
consumption measurement 

9. Reset button for the start of a new measuring cycle 
10. Display for current, voltage, and resistance 
11 Indicator for display quantity 
12. Control for module supply voltage 
13 . Selector for measuring mode 
14. Sockets for additional tests 
15. Module supply + 
16. Module supply -
17. Window with mirror for the observation of the watch 
18. Support for battery test 
19. Load resistances for battery test 



high drain batteries. Do not depress the button 50.-.. longer 
than needed for measurement, as the high current will rapidly 
discharge the battery. The load of 5.-.. is used for clock 
batteries. It should not be used for watch batteries. 

With no button depressed, the load is 1 M ..-.. . This 
is the equivalent of the load of the integrated. circuit of a 
watch. 
A. Figure 2A shows the measuring portion of battery test

ing for a battery out of the watch. 
1. The battery is placed in the battery support ( 18) with 

the positive side down. 
2. Using the negative module supply adaptor (16), 

make contact to the battery negative side. 
3. Depress external battery voltage button ( 13) and 

measure the voltage of the battery on LED display 
(10). 

4. Using the proper load for the type of battery being 
tested, measure the voltage under load. 

B. Figure 28 shows the method of measuring voltage of 
a battery in the watch. 
1. The battery probes are connected to the positive 

and negative connections on the meter. The posi
tive ..-.. ext. V ( 14) connector is the same as the 
battery support cup ( 18). The negative (common) 
( 16) is the same at any negative connector. 

2. Voltage is indicated on the LED display. 
3. It is not necessary to test batteries in the watch with 

a load since the load is already on the cell. 

CURRENT CONSUMPTION 
The Q Test 4100 is designed to perm it measurement 

of current consumption of the entire watch with the voltage 

( _____ ) Figure 2 

+0 
18 
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~~o 
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set to full operating voltage or at a reduced voltage. 
A. Testing at full voltage (Figure 3). 

1. With a movement in holder, dial side down, the posi
tive ( 15) and negative ( 16) probes are connected to 
the corresponding terminals on the watch (no cell in 
the watch). 

2. Depress "Supply V" measuring selector button ( 13). 
3. Adjust voltage at rheostat control ( 12) to operating 

voltage of the watch (for most quartz stepping 
motor watches, 1.5V). 

4. Depress "10µ A" measuring selector button (13). 
5. Measurement of current consumption will be in

dicated on LED display (10). 
B. Testing at reduced voltage (Figure 3). 

The same connection as in "A" above are used to 
test at lower voltages. The purpose of lower voltage 
testing is to make a check on the mechanical condition 
of the watch. It is similar to winding a mechanical watch 
a couple of turns and observing the motion of the 
balance wheel. The supply voltage is reduced until the 
train of the watch no longer advances. Observe what this 
voltage is and compare with the permissible low voltage 
specified in the service manual. Usually this voltage is 
two- or three-tenths of a volt lower than the operating 
voltage. 
1. Depress "10µ A" consumption button (13). 
2. Reduce voltage using rheostat knob (12). 
3. Observe the train of the watch until it stops ad

vancing. 
4. Depress "Supply V" button and read the voltage on 

LED display (10). 
5. Compare this to low voltage specifications in service 

/2 

Figure 3 
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manual. 
6. If the watch train stops before the low voltage value 

is reached, check the train for mechanical problems, 
binding, dirt, lack of oil, or thickened oil. 

RATE MEASUREMENT 
The accuracy measurement of the watch can be mea

sured by means of the current drain. 
A. Measurement by means of quartz frequency for watches 

with 32KH-Z- quartz frequency. 
1. The watch can remain connected to the test equip

ment as shown in Figure 3. The movement can be 
connected by means of the rigid or flexible leads. 

2. Set appropriate supply voltage ( 13) with rheostat 
(12). 

3. Depress 10 µ A button (13) to measure. current 
consumption. 

4. Select test mode 32KH.Z- (5). 
5. The monitor light (3) indicates the intensity of the 

signal. 
6. The resulting rate appears after two seconds on 

LED display (2). 
B. Measurement by means of motor pulse. 

1. Retain test connections the same as 1, 2 and 3 above. 
2. Select test mode "Quartz analog" (5). 
3. Select measuring time (8) according to stepping 

motor pulse duration (see individual manual or chart 
for frequency). 

4. The monitor light signal (3) flashes with each motor 
pulse. 

5. The resulting rate will appear on the LED display (2). 

RESISTANCE MEASURING OF COIL 
COIL INSULATION TESTING 

These two tests can be done at the same time with 
the same setup because testing is done to the same com
ponent. There are three conditions of the motor coil that 
can be determined: (1) good, (2) open, (3) grounded. These 
tests must be done without a battery in the watch. It is not 
necessary to disconnect the coil from the electronic assembly 
(Figure 4). 
A. Coil resistance. 

1. Connect the red test lead to the red socket marked 
.-.EXT V (14). 

2. Connect the black test lead to any one of the black 
sockets ( 16). 

3. Depress button".-." (13). 

Has Your Address Changed? 

Please Not~(v 
AMERICAN WATCHMAKERS INSTITUTE 

3700 Harrison Avenue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211 

Name _______ ________ ~ 
Address ______________ _ 

City, State & Zip Code 
----------~ 
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Figure 4 

4. Contact the red and black probes to the coil connec
tions (polarity does not matter). 

5. Read the result on the LED display (10). 
6. The normal coil resistance will be from 1 to 4K.-.. 

Consult watch service manual for values. 
7. A broken (open) coil will be indicated by a flashing 

display. Some breaks of the coil wire can be repaired 
with conductive epoxy or conductive paint. This 
repair will not affect the resistance of the coil sig
nificantly. 

B. Coil Ground Test (Figure 4). 
1. Connect test leads the same as 1, 2 and 3 above. 
2. Contact the black probe to one of the coil connec

tions. 
3. Contact the red test probe to the plate of the watch 

or the metal core of the coil (shown by dotted lines 
in Figure 4). 

4. If the display on LED (10) flashes, this is an indica
tion that the insulation of the coil is good. 

5. If there is a display of resistance value of LED display 
(10) this is an indication that the wire insulation is 
broken and a wire is touching the metal core of the 
coil or the plate of the watch. This is a grounded 
coil. It must be replaced. It cannot be repaired. 
A grounded coil can be difficult to determine as the 
condition may come and go. Moisture can create a 
grounded condition and it can disappear when it 
dries out. If a coil is drawn tight against the plate 
it can cause insulation to "flow" away from the 
pressure point and permit the base wire to contact 
the metal causing a grounded condition. 

CONCLUSION 
The Q Test 4100 is a versatile test device. It allows 

testing of all types of quartz watches. It has provisions for 
testing alarms and LCD displays. It provides the means of 
checking the rate of mechanical, tuning fork, quartz analog, 
and digital watches. 



The one tinier that does it all! 

Swiss made 

WITSCHI 13 TEST 4100 
The complete test instrument for quartz, 

mechanical, and tuning fork watches. 
The Q Test 4100 has all the capabilities for 

a professional and efficient watch repair service. 
It is also an indispensable instrument for the 
watch laboratory, quality control and the 
retail store. 

The Q Test 4100 features: 

• Accuracy measurement for any type of 
quartz, turning fork and mechanical watches. 

• Module power supply with variable voltage. 

• Test of minimum operation voltage. 

• Measurement by integration of the average 
consumption. 

• Continuity and insulation tests. 

e Tests magnetic pulses and measures coil 
resistance of analog watches. 

• Tests watch batteries under load. 

• Tests alarm buzzers & LCD displays. 

The design goals for the Q Test 4100 were 
functionality, compactness and ease of use. 
Highly sensitive signal sensors and selective filter 
circuits provide a trouble-free captation of the 
watch signal. 

WITSCHI Q Test 4100 $1975. 
TWO PAYMENT PLANS: 
1. 5% Cash Discount. 

Payment w/order. Net Cost. . . $1876.25 

2. Time Payment Plan. 
Down Payment with Order .. . . $493. 75 
Three Monthly Payments@ .... $493. 75 
Total Cost. .............. . $1975.00 

10 day free trial offer! 

You must have approved credit to qualify 
for trial offer or time payment plan. Customer 
pays all freight charges. 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-543-0408.. OHIO 1-800-582-8027 

Ca S• rw ~(;l Co. $15.00 Minimum WATS Order. Information (513) 241-7073. 
l.r\l\3 U 2121 Spring Grove e Box 14069-A e Cincinnati, OH 45214 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
(Continued from page 8) 

such movements to the Swiss and Ger
mans who could have put their names 
upon them. My notes showed that the 
watch had a white enamel dial with 
painted and fired enamel numerals. 

Johan Riel operated from the 
first half of the 18th century to the 
latter part of that century, close to the 
1800s. 

From my notes, yours could 
be French or Swiss, as few German 
watches were made during that time. 

Henry B Fried 

Why Not 

Drop Us 

A Note? 

EXPRESS YOURSELF!! 

What You Do Like! 
What You Don't Like! 

About the 
"Horological Times" 

AWi/Horoiogicai Times 
3700 Harrison Avenue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211 
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Q I have a Herschede Tubular 
Chime clock (9 tubes). This is 
not the three weight movement, 

it only has two weights. For control of 
the hour strike it does not have a rack 
gathering pin. It has an arrangement on 
the end of the music roll with a spiral 
track that controls the number of hours 
struck by dropping in a slot and the 
music roll shifts so it does not raise the 
hammer. The drum with spiral track is 
controlled by a shaft with a bezel gear on 
each end which runs diagonally to a gear 
on the hour shaft. The problem was the 
chime ran so slowly. 

I had the clock completely 
apart, cleaned, carefully pegged out 
all pivot holes, assembled it carefully, 
checked the end shakes, and oiled the 
it. It didn't improve the chime. Now I 
have a problem with the strike not 
striking correctly. I did improve the 
speed of the chime by closing in the 
wings (almost completely) of the fly 
wheel. But since the fly wheel controls 
both the hour and chime, the hour strikes 
very fast. 

Both pulleys were worn and I 
bushed the holes. I am wondering if I 
should get two new pulleys. 

Do you have any technical 
information on this movement, particu
larly in regards to adjusting the hour 
strike? 

Robert R. Smith 
Easton, PA 

A I have restored several of these 
movements in the pasr years, but 
they are very infrequently 

found. Further, as you probably know, 
they were discontinued in manufacture 
many years ago, and are not found 
described in literature available to the 
clock repairman. 

As you found, the single strike 
weight is heavier than the usual quarter
hour weight. This does place a heavy 
load on the pivots and bushings, requiring 
special attention, such as bushing replace
ment in the first few wheels using bronze 
instead of hard brass, and recutting and 
polishing of pivots, if not replacement, 
when needed. Also, these first few 
bearing areas must be lubricated with 
a very heavy oil, which will not be 
squeezed out of the bearing contact areas. 
I use an oil of about an SAE value of 150 
(Eureka R, not likely available, but 
Moebius D-5 is available, but a lighter 
grade of heavy oil). 

Apparently, in the strike train of 
your clock, the train is not completely 
free to transmit the power required to 
run the eight tube hammers, as several 
may be in the act of being lifted at the 
same time, while during the hour portion 
of the striking action, only one hammer 
tail is being lifted at any given time, and 
with a lesser call for work to be per
formed, the train will run faster. The 
only solution here is to be sure that all 
pivots and bushings are in order, smooth, 
well-fitting, polished and lubricated, and 
that the wheel teeth and pinion leaves 
are properly formed, with the correct 
depthing between mating wheels and 
pinions. If the speed of rotation of the 
fan arbor is set for the quarter-hour 
strike, the hour strike may run away with 
itself, as you discovered. 

Now, for setting the quarter
hour to hour strike changeover: the 
meshing of the train of four wheels and 
pinions, comprising the two bevel gears, 
running diagonally from the hour pipe to 
the drum, must be properly synchro
nized. You will find that the chime drum 
along the top of the movement, wili 
have a small round window on the right 
side of the front of the clock (not your 
right side) through which a number 12 
will be visible if that drum is turned by 
hand to the correct position. Synchronize 
this position of the drum (#12 showing) 
with the meshing of all teeth in that train, 
running diagonally, so that the hour pipe 
will receive the hour hand, with the hand 
pointing directly up to the 12 o'clock 
position. So, in retrospect, when the 
clock is about to strike the 12 o'clock 
hour on the deeper gong, the "12" 
will show in the window, and after the 
quarter strikes, the 12 o'clock hour will 
strike. In effect, this setting of that train 
of wheels and pinions will cause the 
proper number of hour strikes to occur 
at each and every hour because the pin 
running in the spiral groove on the drum 
will cause the drum to shift away from 
the remaining hour lift pins. This is so 
that while the drum makes a full turn 
each hour, only a limited number of hour 
strikes will be heard depending upon 
the hour of the day or night. 

I am not aware of any descrip
tion for setting up this clock. It is a fine 
movement, but was discontinued in 
manufacture very early. My description 
to you is totally from memory, a pro
cedure I choose to follow rather than 
seeking a "how to" manual for each 
movement I tackle. 

Joseph G. Baier, Ph.D. 

'UDE 



12 PC. ECONOMY FILE SET 

___ State of the Art ·.. fl'l~1++++·H11+1 -

~~~~-~_THETI C CLOCK 
1 
OIL. .: - ·~ . ~~~+?ilff 

· · ······· ··· ·''CLOCK 859'' rt excm1NH1GHLuoruo.110>1ANo ---·-·· ·--- - ,,.J... SJ lj . --- ---- . • • "rdlAl\Jllt~~- • • 
--- - - --· • EN~DrTfl.EAOING0.00\ 

IMNUFACJINllS 

t+l=l+t.1=!."tt:t~::t:1$11. 90 C4 ml ) 
No733.370 $9.95 

VISA and MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
(Minimum order $15.00) 

ORDER BY PHONE: 9-4 CT weekdays: Illinois 
(800) 972-3776. Other states (except Alaska, 
Hawaii: call (800) 621-4767. *ORDER BY 
MAIL: P.O. Box 726H, Chicago, IL 60690. 

Set contains all popular shapes. Files are excellent 
value meeting rigid temper requirements with sharp 
cutting surface. Available in cut 3, excellent for hobby
ists. In plastic pouch. 

FLORIDA BUTTON PITHWOOD 
Excellent for cleanlng pinions, tweezers, etc. and for 
holding small parts such as pallet forks, train wheels, 
etc. while brushing. 
PW-615 - Shipping Weight 1 oz. $5.50 

VIGOR CRYSTAL LIFT 

Removes and inserts crystals without dis
assembling the watch. For constant use at 
your workbench, the CRYSTAL-LI FT is in
dispensible. It effortlessly removes and in
serts any round unbreakable crystal from 
8mm (3-% ligne) to 45mm (20 ligne) with
out taking the watch apart or removing the 
bezel. 
RM-365X-standard-8 to 45mm ... $15.00 

PR ICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

TM CRYSTAL PRESS The stakes are formed so as to provide a 
careful flt over the Crystal . Controlled pressure In the Press allows 
easy insertion. Because of the very fine DIAMOND Finish of the 
chamfered edges, the Crystals are protected from scratching or mar
king. The variety of 26 stakes provides coverage for practically all 
sizes of Crystals In common use from 15 mm. to 42 mm. 

il[ARSHALL No. 5500J-Made of Duralumln-Complete-Shp. Wl. 6 lb. 

- -!'WARTCHILD 
CHICAGO, IL 60647 : 2040 MILWAUKEE AVE.: 312-278-2300 •DALL.AS, TX 75201 : 109 N. AKARD : 214-741-1454 
HOUSTON, TX 77001 : 1212 MAIN ST. : 713-759-9009 •SEATTLE, WA 96101 : 1425 4TH AVE.: 206-662-6158 
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NOTE TO CONOVER READERS: 
See page 31 of this issue for two 
important corrections pertaining to 
The Urgos 9-tubular bell movement. 

Steven G. Conover 

ANSONIA CHIME* 

month we will study an American chime clock by 
nsonia. The movement comes in a tambour mantel 
ock case 22-1 /2 inches wide. It's typical of the style 

which became popular during the 1920s and 30s. Overall 
movement dimensions are 4-5/8 inches wide by 5-3/4 inches 
high. The three mainsprings are contained in barrels. Each 
winding mechanism has an extra wheel to "gear down" the 
ratio and ease the effort of winding the powerful springs. Al
though some movements of this type have double clicks (on 
the chime, at least), this one does not. Clickspring or click 
failure brings serious damage, usually in the form of broken 
barrel teeth. The greatest service problem is the potential for 

Figure 1. Ansonia chime, front plate view . 
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this kind of damage. 
Following mainspring let-down, you can remove the 

lower front movement plate to gain access to the barrels with
out taking the movement completely apart. In most instances, 
the movement needs to come apart anyway. But reassembly 
is made easier by the fact that you can add the cumbersome 
barrels at the end. 

First, we will look at the front movement parts. Then 
we will look behind the plate for more aspects of the chime 
and strike, including the chime self-correction mechanism. In 
the next article, we'll finish up the Ansonia with a study of the 
hammer assemblies and silencer, and some hints on reassembly. 

1 strike unlocking lever 
2 rack hook 

8 3 strike locking lever 
4 gathering pallet 
5 strike warning lever 
6 chime unlocking lever 
7 rack 
8 chime correction cam 
9 chime correction lever 

10 chime correction arm 
11 lifting piece 
12 center arbor 
13 snail 
14 hour wheel 
15 minute wheel 
16 strike lifting lever 
17 strike warning wheel 
18 strike locking wheel 
19 chime locking wheel 
20 chime lock pin 
21 chime locking lever 
22 chime warning lever 
23 cam 
24 chime drop lever 
25 chime lock piece 
26 locking plate 
27 strike lock pin 
28 strike warning pin 
29 chime correction pin 

*©STEVEN G. CONOVER 1986 



CHIME 

The chime train is the locking plate type, as we would 
expect. A look at the front of the movement in Figure 1 shows 
a disk on the right side of the movement. However, this disk 
(8) is actually the chime correction cam, not the locking plate. 
Notice that the cam (8) only has one slot instead of the four 
for the locking plate. Figure 2 shows the locking plate (26), 
located between the movement plates. Once this point is cleared 
up, the Ansonia movement is easier to understand. 

Chiming begins as the star cam (not shown) raises 
the lifting piece (11 ). This piece acts upon the chime unlock
ing lever (6). Figure 1 makes it appear that the lifting piece 
works on the lever (1 ), but this is not so. The chime and strike 
levers overlap each other, making it difficult to trace them 
visually. The chime unlocking lever (6) raises the strike lifting 
lever (16), causing several things to happen at once. We'll 
trace each one. 

The lever (16) moves the strike warning lever (5), 
affecting the strike train. We will cover this action later under 
"Strike.,, Refer now to Figure 2. The lever (16) is fastened to 
an arbor which runs between the plates. Three other levers are 
attached to this arbor, behind the front plate. These are the 
chime locking lever (21), the chime drop lever (24), and the 
chime lock piece (25). 

As we have seen in other movements, the chime lock
ing lever (21) stops the chime lock pin (20) to hold the chime 
train. When the lever (16) is raised, the locking lever releases 
the pin, allowing the chime locking wheel (19) to turn. At the 
same time, the chime lock piece (25) comes up from a slot in 
the locking plate (26). The locking plate determines the length 
of each chime sequence. The other action occurring at the 
same moment involves the chime drop lever (24). As it is 
raised out of the slot in the cam (23), the chime train is mov-

Figure 2. Front view showing chime and strike levers. 
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ing toward the warning position. This action is enough to 
move the slot out from under the drop lever. Then, at the mo
ment chime begins, the drop lever falls to the rim of the cam. 
The higher position (compared to ·the slot) keeps the chime 
lock piece from dropping back into the slot in the locking 
plate. If it did drop back, chiming would not happen at all. 
Remember that the four levers (16), (21 ), (24), and (25) are 
all fastened to the same arbor. They move together. · 

The chime warning lever (22) stops the chime train 
at warning. When the chime locking lever (21) releases the pin 
(20), the warning lever is already in position. It stops the 
pin and holds it until chiming begins. The chime continues 
until the chime lock piece drops into the next slot in the lock
ing plate. This action places the chime locking lever in the 
path of the chime lock pin. 

CHIME CORRECTION 

The automatic chime correction feature is a source of 
confusion on many chime movements. At least with the An
sonia, the mechanism is easy to understand. The fact that it is 
on the front of the movement, instead of buried inside, makes 
it easier to observe. Like most of these devices, it corrects the 
chime sequences by blocking the hour chime except on the 
hour. And since the strike is started up by the chime, it is 
automatically going to fall upon the hour as well. Figures 3, 
4, and 5 show how the mechanism works. 

Begin with Figure 3. The chime correction lever (9) 
rides on the chime correction cam (8) as the clock chimes. 
The cam holds the lever high, keeping the chime correction pin 
(29) clear of the chime correction lever. Chiming proceeds 
without any interference. 

Figure 4 shows the mechanism in the "chime correct
ing" mode. It is blocking the chime because the minute hand is 
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Figure 3. Chime correction mechanism, in the "run" position" . 

8 chime correction cam 
9 chime correction lever 

10 chime correction arm 
29 chime correction pin 

(lJ ~ 

not pointing to the hour. The hand is pointing to one of the 
other quarters instead, for some reason. The chime correction 
lever has dropped into the single slot in the chime correction 
cam (8) at the end of the third quarter chime, and now the 
clock has ceased chiming. The lower position of the lever (9) 
moves it into the path of the chime correction pin (29). It 

Figure 4. Chime correction mechanism locked following 
th i rd quarter chime. 
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will remain this way until the actual hour arrives. A maximum 
of three chiming opportunities can be blocked until the chimes 
are synchronized again. The only time the pin actually touch
es the lever (9) is in case of correction; if there is no need of 
synchronization, they never touch. 

Figure 5 shows how the chime is unlocked for the 
hour. The chime correction arm (10) is raised each quarter 
hour, but not high enough to unlock the mechanism. The high
er lift for the hour, however, raises the lever (9) out of the 
slot in the chime correction cam (8). The cam slot contains a 
spring-loaded gate. As the lever comes up, the gate slips under 
the pin. In this way, the chime correction feature is cancelled 
out. Chiming will begin at the hour. 

Figure 5 . Chime correction 
mechanism unlocked ..,... .- - - - - -.... ...... , 

at hour. " ' 
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STRIKE 

The strike mechanism is the rack and snail type. Re
fer to Figure 1. The gathering pallet (4) is a disk with a pin. 
The rack hook (2) and the strike locking lever (3) are part of 
the same piece. There is nothing unusual about the rack (7) 
and snail (13). 

To start the strike, a pin on the chime correction cam 
raises the strike unlocking lever (1 ). This happens during the 
hour chime. the lever is fastened to the piece which makes up 
the rack hook and strike locking lever, so they all move to
gethe~. As the strike locking lever moves away, the strike lock 
pin (27) is released. The strike warning pin (28) moves around 
to the strike warning lever (5). 

At this point it is necessary to explain the operation 
of the strike warning lever (5). Before the hour chime even 
begins, the strike lifting lever (16) pushes up the right side 
of the strike warning lever. This pivots the left side of the lever 
downward, where it will be in a position to stop the warning 
pin. 

Just before the end of the hour chime, the pin on the 
chime correction cam releases the strike unlocking lever (1). 
The rack hook then seats itself in the rack. The location de
pends upon the rack tail, which falls to a step on the snail (13). 

As the hour chime concludes, the strike lifting lever 
(16) drops, removing pressure from the strike warning lever 
(5). The warning lever is spring-loaded in the "run" position, 
so it readily releases the warning pin. The strike train proceeds 
to run until the gathering pallet has counted off the last rack 
tooth. As the rack hook slips under the end of the rack, the 
strike locking lever stops the lock pin. 

Next time: more about the Ansonia chime. 
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SHOPTALK 

Mechanical Repairs 
In Quartz Watches 

Wes Door 

CLEANING - PART II 

L ast month's article included detents and removing 
stems to separate the movement (or module) from 
the case, so we are now ready to clean our watch. 

LCD WATCHES (Liquid Crystal Display) 
When the first quartz watches came out, we thought 

our cleaning and overhauling jobs were over. Liquid Crystal 
Display (LCD) watches do not have a movement of train 
wheels, winding wheels, clutches, ratchet or crown wheels, 
and not even a stem to possibly rust. It looked like the end 
to an era and we would have to throw out our cleaning 
machines (except for the fact that we knew those old-fash
ioned tick-tock watches were still around). 

It was only a short time thereafter that we found 
some cleaning was necessary on LCD watches. Most of these 
modules could be cleaned by hand. No oiling was necessary 
on the module parts. Of course LCDs have case parts, such as 
case back gaskets and pushers with gaskets, that should be 
lubricated. 

The most cleaning we do on LCD watches is to be 
sure the zebra strips are clean and also the circuit board at 
all points or areas where any contacts are to be made. We 
must check and remove dirt, rust, and even the least amount 
of film of any sort to assure a good contact. 

It is just as important to remove rust in our quartz 
modules as it is for our older spring wound watches. If rust 
is under one or more of the screw heads on the circuit board, 
it must be removed. This alone can cause the watch to stop. 
Sometimes this rust area is so small that it is hard to see? 
however, this minute amount is all that is necessary to dis
connect our circuit (see Figure 1 A) . All of these rust spots 
must be removed and/or the rusty parts replaced with new 
ones. 

Bench solutions like hairspring cleaner or circuit 
board cleaner may be used to remove dirt and maybe soft rust, 
however, a more potent liquid solution may be needed. 
Commercially available Liquid Wrench® may be used on 
parts such as setting wheels and plate screws on LCDs and 
analogs. We could actually use a wire brush on some steel 
setting parts, but common sense prevails and naturally we 
cannot use a wire brush around the circuit, etc. If the rust 
is too bad, a part replacement must be recommended just like 
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we do in our tick-tock watch repairs. Rust on circuit boards 
must be removed very carefully with a circuit board cleaner or 
some other solution that we have found by experience to work 
for us. Some have used hydrogen peroxide to clean circuit 
boards when other solutions have failed. 

ANALOG WATCHES 
It looks like the trend is toward the majority of our 

new watches being analog. At first, analog watches seemed to 
require little service as they were practically foolproof (we 
thought). As time went by we found that rust and dirt were 
still enemies of all watches, including the quartz analog . They 
have train wheels, a stepping motor, a stem, and some setting 
parts. We seemed to feel that these watches would require 
very little oil (if any) but soon discovered that proper cleaning 
and especially proper oiling was definitely necessary. 

STEPS TO DISASSEMBLE ANALOGS 
( 1) It is generally desirable to place the stem back 

into the module and leave it there at least while removing 
other segments. 

(2) Remove the circuit board. Normally two or 
three screws are holding it to the pillar plate. Notice the screw 
lengths. If they are not all the same, be careful so later they 
will be put back into their proper location. 

Figure 1 



(3) Remove the coil unit. Normally there are two 
screws to loosen (one screw on each end of the coil). Be care
ful so that the screwdriver doesn't slip into the coil. Some 
coils have a cover piece of some sort to protect it from po
tential danger; however, once we have removed this cover the 
chance of coil damage increases. 

(4) Check the cell (battery) well area and remove 
any loose pieces such as plastic pieces or other types of in
sulators and remember where they came from so they may· be 
properly replaced. 

(5) The remaining train may now be cleaned by 
usual methods. 

Some use ultrasonic in the last rinse, either with 
One Step® or other similar lubrication solution. However, 
many feel that this self-lubrication solution should not be used 
at all on quartz. Some also feel that a hand cleaning method 
is better than running the train through the cleaning machine. 
The train section is a very small amount of the watch area 
once we have removed and hand cleaned the balance of the 
watch. 

There also seems to be several opinions on the ideal 
amount of oil to be used, if any. Some factories first said 
not to oil the rotor bearings and then later said to oil them. 
Many of these watches were not jeweled, and now some of 
the same models are jeweled. 

My personal experience (which seems to agree with 
several whom I have talked to recently) is that in most 
modules, train bearing oiling is desired. But we need to be 
careful not to over oil. It is also very important to be sure 
the bearings (especially the rotor bearings) are very clean 
before oiling. We have had new watches in our stock which 
have stopped and then ran perfectly after just oiling the 
rotor and train bearings. 

We should use whatever method that works the best 
for us. If we decide to oil the train, it will not be because it 
will wear out if we don't, but because we feel this was neces
sary for the watch to run. 

To do quality work and to make the watch run 
is what it's all about. 
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Technically 

WATCHES©1986 

Archie B. Perkins, CMW, FNAWCC 
(All rights reserved by the author) 

Antique Watch Restoration ©
1986 

Part VI 

When restoring antique watches, especially the more 
complicated ones, it is quite often found that one 
of the flat springs is broken. Since it is impossible 

LO buy most of these springs, they must be hand made by the 
watch restorer. Flat springs on antique watches can be found 
in many designs. The design of a spring is somewhat governed 
by its function and the space available for it to fit into. Some
times the space for a spring is very limited, especially when 
we consider that the spring needs to contact its lever in a cer
tain position and manner. 

Figure 1 shows a few of the many flat spring designs. 
View A shows a heavy curved design which is commonly 
seen in some of the very old antique watches. The end of 
this spring works against the edge of a lever or against a pin 
on the lever. View B, Figure 1 shows a very delicate "S" 
curved spring usually used in some of the finer complicated 
antique watches. This spring usually works against the edge 
of a lever that needs very little pressure against it. View C, 
figure 1 shows a very delicate spring of the straight design. 
The end of this spring usually works against a rounded section 
on the edge of a lever. It could also be used to work against a 
pin on a lever. View D shows a circular click spring which is 
used on key wound watches. The spring shown has a slightly 
beveled edge and it snaps into a circular recess in the watch 
bridge around the ratchet wheel. The end of the spring rests 
against the click. Sometimes this type of click spring is held 
in position with two screws which go through two holes in 
the base of the spring into the watch bridge. View E, Figure 1 
shows a special double spring which is used on a split second 
chronograph. This spring is called a brake spring, and it is 
held on the brake levers by a screw. Each spring arm presses 
against the two brake levers which work against the edge of 
the split seconds wheel. These examples of flat springs are only 
a few of the many that will be encountered in antique watch 
restoration; however, they will serve to show some of the basic 
designs. 

Flat springs are usually made from flat high carbon 
steel plate stock which is of the water hardening type. When 
making a flat spring, the old broken spring is fastened to the 
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steel plate so its outline can be scribed on the steel plate. 
Some watchmakers use soft solder to sweat the broken spring 
to the steel plate; however, the spring can also be fastened to 
the plate with shellac. Figure 2 shows the broken spring 
fastened to the steel plate. Note: Before the broken spring is 
fastened to the steel plate, the steady pin or pins should be 
removed from the base of the spring. The steel plate is heated 
over an alcohol lamp until the shellac or solder melts. Then 
the spring is placed on the plate and pressed down flat on the 
plate and held until it has cooled. A fine scriber is used to 
scribe the outline of the spring on the metal. A phonograph 
needle in a pin vise makes a good scriber. The holes in the 
spring should also be scribed so they will be located at the 
correct position in the base of the spring. After the shape of 
the spring has been scribed, then the plate is reheated over 
the alcohol lamp so the spring can be removed from the plate. 

Figure 1 

A 

B 
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Any shellac can be removed from the plate by 
soaking in denatured alcohol. Soft solder can be mostly 
removed by wiping the plate with a piece of wadded cloth 
while the solder is melted. Caution must be used when this 
is being done to avoid getting burned by the hot solder or by 
the alcohol lamp flame. 

After the spring has been removed from the plate 
and the solder or shellac has been removed from the plate, 
the next step is to spot centers for any holes in the base of 
the spring. Then the holes are drilled with the proper diameter 
drills in the base of the spring. Note: It is very important to 
drill the holes in the base of the spring before the spring is 
sawed out of the metal since it is very difficult to hold the 
spring for drilling the holes after it has been sawed out, and 
there is also a danger of breaking the spring during the drilling 
process. 

If the screw hole in the old spring is countersunk or 
counterbored, then this should be done to the new spring 
before it is sawed out of the metal also. If the screw hole is 
countersunk (bevel cut) for a beveled headed screw, then a 
drill can be used to countersink the new hole in the new 
spring. If the screw hole in the old spring is counterbored 
with flat bottom for a flat screw head, then a counterbore 
slightly larger in diameter than the screw head is used to 
counterbore the screw hole in the new spring. The drilling 
and countersinking/counterboring can be done with a sensitive 
drill press or on the watchmakers lathe. If the lathe is used, 
the steel plate is held flat on a drill pad in the lathe tailstock 
while the drill or counterborer is held in a chuck in the lathe 
headstock. It is a good idea to rest the steel sheet on a thin 
piece of flat parallel wood while the drilling is being done. 

After the drilling and countersinking/counterboring 
has been done, then the new spring is sawed partially out with 
the jewelers saw. Some of the sheet material is left attached to 
the spring to serve as a handle to hold onto while the spring 
is being worked on to bring it to size. Note: The sawing is 
done just outside the scribed line as close to the line as pos
sible without running into the line with the saw blade. Figure 
3 shows the spring after being sawed out. After the exposed 
part of the spring is brought to size and shape, then the 
handle is sawed off and that part of the spring is brought to 
size and shape. 

One of three methods can be used to bring a spring 
to size and shape after it has been sawed out of the steel 
sheet. A hand filing method can be used, a saw table and 
grinding wheel can be used, or a filing machine can be used. 
A combination of these three methods can also be used. 
Regardless of the method used to bring a spring to size and 
shape, the final finishing on the edge of the spring should be 
done first by draw filing with a fine file. Then the edge of the 
spring is smoothed still further by using fine emery paper such 
as 4/0 grit paper. Finishing the edge of the spring in this 
manner helps to prevent the spring from breaking when it 
is in service in the watch as well as to improve its appearance. 

Figure 4 shows a saw table and grinding wheel being 
used to grind the spring to size and shape. To grind a spring, it 
is very important that the saw table which supports the spring 
during grinding be adjusted so the spring is on center with the 
grinding wheel when the spring is resting flat on top of the 
saw table. It is also very important to have the saw table 
adjusted so it is close to the grinding wheel at the side of the 
wheel as well as the edge of the wheel. When grinding a con
caved surface, such as is shown in Figure 4, the face of the 
grinding wheel should be rounded as is shown. When grinding 
the edge of the spring, the spring should be moved back and 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 
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forth on the saw table as its edge is held lightly against the 
edge of the grinding wheel. Note: A fine India wheel is ex
cellent for grinding springs. For a smoother finish, an Arkansas 
stone wheel can be used. 

Figure 5 shows the saw table and grinding wheel 

\ ' 
\ 

Figure 6 

Figure5 

' \ \ \ 
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being used to grind a convexed surface on the spring. In this 
case, the edge of the grinding wheel should have a straight 
surface as is shown. Note: In some cases where a convexed 
surface or a straight surface is being ground, the side of the 
grinding wheel can be used with equal success. 

Figure 7 

B ~ c 

Figure 8 

A 
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Figure 6 shows a small filing machine that can be 
used for filing a spring to size and shape. This filing machine 
fits on the bed of a watchmakers lathe. The file fits into a 
block on the filing machine which moves up and down as the 
lathe headstock is turned (see December 1975 Horological 
Times, "Technically Watches", pp. 14-19). The spring is held 
flat on top of the table and is moved back and forth against 
the file as the file moves up and down through the hole in 
the table. If a half-round file is used in the filing machine, 
convexed, concaved, and flat surfaces can be filed with the 
same file. 

Figure 7, shows the beginning steps in making a cir
cular click spring. View A shows the broken spring, and View 
B shows the spring scribed on the sheet steel. To do this, first 
a center punch mark is made in the sheet steel, then a pair of 

I 
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dividers is used to scribe the inside and outside circles which 
form the outline of the body of the spring. The shape of the 
spring can also be laid out at this time. Now, a hole is drilled 
in the center of the body of the spring to fit an arbor chuck 
which is available. This is shown in View C, Figure 7. After 
this, the spring is sawed out of the metal just outside the 
outside body circle. Note: If the spring is of the type that is 
held to the watch bridge by two screws, then the holes must 
be drilled and countersunk before the disc is sawed out of the 
metal. The spring is then chucked on an arbor chuck as is 
shown in Figure 8, View A. Then the outside diameter of 
the disc is turned down to the proper size. Note: The edge of 
the disc is turned slightly tapered (smaller at the top of the 
disc) so the spring will snap into its recess in the watch bridge. 

After the diameter has been turned down to size 
and shape, the disc is removed from the arbor chuck and the 
disc is then chucked in a wheel chuck while the hole in the 
disc is bored out to size. The boring can be done with a hand 
held boring tool as shown in View B, Figure 8, or the disc 
can be bored out with a boring tool held in the slide rest. 

Figure 9 shows how the disc is held on the saw table 
as the spring portion is ground to size and shape. The last 
step in forming the spring is to separate the end of the spring 
from its base. It is best for the end of the spring to remain 
attached to the base until the spring is shaped for rigidity 
reasons. The grinding wheel used to grind the spring should 
have slightly rounded corners. 

"The Making of Springs" will continue next month. 
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Restoring 

A Turret Clocl~ 
How Clockmaker Jay Foreman 
of Los Angeles Dealt With a Case 
of "Slight Surface Rust" 

~rly October 1985, Jay and L =~san Foreman were perusing an 
auction catalog which listed the 

items to be sold at an upcoming horo
logical auction. The item which caught 
their eye had this description: 

"An iron quarter striking turret 
clock. Three train within flat bed frame, 
four-arm two-legged gravity escapement, 
signed Thwaites and Reed London 
1878. Surface rust, escapement dis
aligned. 74 x 24 x 36 inches." 

Jay, having owned the House of 
Clocks in Los Angeles for over 30 years, 
and having been involved in watch and 
clock restoration since 1941, decided 
that the "slight surface rust and escape
ment slightly out of alignment" did not 
sound too serious. They sent their bid, 
and it was the highest. The turret clock 
was theirs. The clock was crated up and 
shipped to the United States. On Decem
ber 27 the crate with the 2,000 pound 
clock arrived on the Foreman's door
step. 

"Surface rust" scarcely describes 
what was found upon opening the crate. 
"Solid rust" would have better described 
what they found. Not to mention leaves, 
a bird's nest, and a crumpled, inde
cipherable business card. 

We must interject at this point 
that Jay's other interest is the building 
and restoring of race cars. It is becuase 
of this second interest that Jay had the 
tools large enough to undertake this 
huge horological restoration project. 

After looking at the pile of rust 
for nearly two months Jay finally decided 
the time had come to start the project. 
First he purchased a case of WD-40 
(12 spray cans of lubricant). For one 
week he periodically sprayed the clock 
with the lubricant. The disassembly 
had begun. 
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The three photos below are all of the Thwaites and Reed turret 
clock prior to restoration. 



Photos of the turret clock during restoration. 

The amount of rust on each 
individual part was so extensive that 
hand polishing was out of the question. 
Eighty-three pieces were sent out to a 
professional polishing company-this 
included all the nuts and bolts as well. 
Sixty-nine pieces were so large that they 
required the services of a company with a 
"bead blasting machine'~ So these 69 
pieces were handed over to a firm that 
generally does nothing but rebuild 
cylinders for airplane engines. The two 
rails on which the clock movement rested 
were sent to yet another establishment-a 
professional sandblaster. The biggest fear 
was that a part might come up missing. 
All parts were returned. The bronze 
wheels were once again yellow in color; 
the iron down to the bare metal. All 
parts were then coated with a clear 
lacquer (this required 12 spray cans to 
adequately cover all parts). Reassembly 
was begun. 

"Escapement disaligned" hardly 
described the condition of the gravity 
escapement. "Escapement destroyed" 
might have better detailed the condition. 
The four-arm, two-legged escapement 
was twisted and rusted into an almost 
impossible to disassemble mass. The 
entire unit was soaked in eight quarts 
of high-grade automobile oil. After 
soaking the escapement in oil for 10 days, 
he then boiled it in water for an hour and 
it finally came apart. The parts were 
straightened, polished, reassembled, and 
to the amazement of all, worked. 

Also not included in the original 
description, but a reality with which 
the Foremans found necessary to face, 
was the fact that there were no weights, 
no pendulum, no bells, and no schematic 
indicating the types and sizes of these 

items. 
Through trial and error Jay 

determined the length and weight of the 
pendulum needed, and then fabricated 
accordingly. Trial and error was also used 
for the amount of weight required to 
keep the clock running. 

GUARANTEED 
QUALITY SOLDERS 

Susan was given the job of 
finding bells. Referring to the telephone 
directory under the listings of "Foundry: 
Brass and Bronze", the third telephone 
call met with success. Though apprehen-

(Please turn to page 33) 

QUANTITY SOLDER TYPE WORK RECOMMENDED USAGE COST PER DWT 

10 Yellow Easy Low Karat Repair-Heads. Prongs, & Posts 9.50 
10 Yellow Hard Low Karat Repair-Heads. Prongs. & Posts 9.50 
10 White Easy 10 Karat Heads, Prongs, Posts 10.95 
10 White Hard 10 Karat Sizing, Shanks 10.95 
14 Yellow Easy 10-14Karat Heads, Prongs. Posts 13.35 
14 Yellow Hard 10-14 Karat Sizing, Shanks 13.35 
14 White Easy 10-14 Karat Heads, Prongs. Posts 13.85 
14 White Hard 10-14 Karat Sizing 13.85 
18 Yellow Easy 14-18 Karat Heads, Repair 17.00 
18 Yellow Hard 14-18Karat Sizing 17.00 

18 White Easy 14-18 Karat Sizing 14K. Repair 18K 18.40 
18 White Hard 14 Karat Sizing 14K 18.40 
20 White Weld 14-18 Karat Sizing 22.40 

--w"E-srocK-i coM"Pi.Ei{Liti{oi= ouALiiv-FiliciiN6s~ sEn1iiiis. siiiN-Ks~ eEiE°Ls~ P°LAiE-s-1iiii soLiieRs ----
PRICED @ $350 GOLD.±. 5% PER $25 CHANGE 

Check lor Bookle19 D Finding• D Stone• PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

NAME - --------------------------
AODRESS-------------------------~ 

CITY-------- --- STATE - ------- ZIP ----* Esslinger & Cb. 
P.O. BOX 64661 ST. PAUL, MN 651154 
NATIONAL WATS-ORDERS ONLY - 800-328-0205 
MINNESOTA WATS-ORDERS ONLY - 800-392-0334 
INQUIRIES-ll"FORMATION - 612-452-7180 
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TIHll P11c1~L1 IAAArL 
Marshall F. Richmond, CMW 

Repairing 

Stone Settings 
Figure 1 . Note worn prongs. 

PART II 
REPLACING 
PRONGS 

_7 n the last article we 
discussed solder tip
ping to build up 

prong or bead lips. A rule of 
thumb that was pointed out 
was if there is metal over 
the girdle of the stone, it 
could be built up with a 

solder tip. If very little or no metal was over the girdle of the 
stone, the complete prong should be replaced, which would 
give new metal from below the stone over the edge and with 
new metal it can be bent over the girdle without weakening 
it. This will make it as strong (if not stronger) than the original 
prong. In many cases with a four- six-, or eight-prong setting, 
a combination of new prongs and solder tips makes an ac
ccpta ble repair. 

Figure 2 . Boric acid and alcohol to prevent oxidation. 
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REMOVING THE STONE 
There arc several methods of replacing prongs. The method 
I use when replacing the prong without removing a stone 
that will take heat is to file the edge of the prong from the 
girdle down the prong a fourth to a half way down the prong. 
The illustrations were made on a repair that was a genuine 
amethyst-which will not take heat-so the stone was removed. 

Figure 1 shows the mounting after the amethyst was 
removed. The wear was bad enough that all six prongs had to 
be replaced. After the prong(s) are filed, before applying heat 
the ring is dipped in boric acid and alcohol (Figure 2) and then 
ignited and burned off (Figure 3), leaving a white residue . Fig
ure 4 is a drawing that shows a ring with two prongs filed off 
and a piece of gold stock with gold solder flowed on the sur
face to be joined to the prong. Again we have alternatives on 
how to hold and align the gold stock while applying heat . With 
a steady hand the stock can be held in tweezers with one hand 
and the torch in the other hand while applying the heat to 
flow the solder and attach the prong. 

Figure 3. Burn-off of alcohol from boric acid. 

I 



Figure 4 . 

Figure 5. Soldering on prong. 

Figure 6. One prong soldered on. 

- GOLD STOCK 

Figure 7 (left): All six prongs at
tached with solder. 

Figure 8 (top): Cutting stone seat 
with setting bur. 

Figure 5 shows a setup using the third hand tool to 
hold the gold stock. To me this is just added work, but if your 
hand is not steady enough this method will work. As every 
good mechanic has a lot of ingenuity, many types of rigging 
can be worked out to hold and align the gold stock to the 
prong. Any way that works well for you is the one to use. 

In applying the heat and making the solder flow, 
it is only necessary to get the prong stuck to the gold stock. 
Cut off the gold stock, leaving enough protruding above where 
the girdle of the stone will set to easily bend over the stone. 
After the gold stock has been cut off heat can again be applied. 
As the solder flows again it will seemingly suck the gold stock 
tight against the prong (sec Figure 6). Sometimes the gold 
stock will be a little to one side and can be pulled over by ap
plying the heat from the opposite side. Otherwise, it may be 
necessary to remove it and do it over. 

With a lot of practice and observation it is amazing 
what can be done with heat and solder by learning how to 
flux, and the direction heat is applied from or moved about 
while the solder is in a liquid state. It is possible to move 
lhe gold stock on the prong after it has been solde red and cut 
oil by grasping it with tweezers and laying them on the as
bestos pad weighed down with the steel bench block which 
will keep it from moving. With the pick in one hand and the 
torch in the other, heat can be applied; when the solder be
comes 1luid the gold stock can be moved on the prong with 
the pick, attaining almost perfect alignment. 

After heat has been applied once, it is a good idea 
to flux it again before heating again, for sometimes the heat 
will burn off the 11ux and the solder will be reluctant to 1low 
due to the oxide that may have formed (Figure 7). After the 
prongs needing replacement have been attached it will nut be 
necessary to again apply heat. The boric acid and alcohol can 
be removed by boiling in hot water, boiling in pickle solution, 
soaking in pickle, or using the ultrasonic t<rnk wilh a cleaning 
solution. While it is still wet, remove any residue with the 
bronze wire wheel on the polishing nrnchine. This will leave it 
bright. 

FILING 
The next step is filing. With no stone in the setting the prongs 
can be shaped by using needle files to file around the outside 
and on the sides of the prongs. The prongs can then be pol
ished with felt buffs and tripoli. Small thin felt buffs can pol
ish between the prongs. This can even be followed by using 
rouge so that when the stone is set very little polishing will be 
necessary. 

Setting the stone is easy now that the needed p10ngs 
have been replaced. Use a setting bur (Figure 8) the same dia
meter as the girdle of the stone. Ir the setting burs arc either 
too large or too small, use the one smaller than the diameter 
of the stone. When the scat is cut the prongs will give enough 
to let the stone snap into the seat. If setting a soft stone it 
may be necessary to spread the prongs slightly so the stone 
will not be chipped. It is important that the seat has cut into 
each prong which will weaken it enough to bend easily over 
the girdle of the stone. Your own initiative and judgement 
must be used in bending the prongs over the stone. 

I usually start with a pair of chain nose pliers, putting 
pressure on prong tips opposite each other and bench them 
slightly over the stone. Then after all have been bent slightly 
over the stone I check from all sides to see that the stone is 
setting level and straight with the mounting. After this I use 
setting pliers to bring the tips down tight against the stone. 
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With the prongs over the girdle of the stone they can be cut 
off using a jewelers saw with 6/0 or smaller blades. The ring 
can be held in a ring clamp and rested against the sawing 
and filing block on the edge of the bench. The cuts should be 
made leaving enough metal over the edge of the stone to form 
a nice rounded bead. Some jewelers point the ends of the 
prongs over the stone but this makes it more difficult to fin
ish them so they will not catch on clothing when the ring is 
worn. I like to rough-shape the prong tips with a needle file 
(Figure 9) and then with a cup bur in the flex shaft tool fin
ish the tip to a nice domed bead. In using cup burs (Figure 10) 
a better bead can be formed if beeswax is used in the cup; this 
will make the cup burs last much longer before wearing 
smooth. 

When the stone is not removed it is more difficult to 
file and polish the sides of the prongs , and there are other dif
ferences in the whole process. Before installing a replacement 
prong without removing the stone, make sure the stone will 
stand the heat. Recently I assumed an amethyst stone was 
synthetic and put on a prong. It turned out that the amethyst 
was genuine and it turned clear as glass, so it had to be re
placed with a genuine amethyst. 

Another stone that could easily be mistaken for a 
synthetic is Cubic Zirconia (CZ). When heated these stones 
shatter. After determining that the stone will stand the heat, 
dip the ring in boric acid and alcohol, and burn it off. This 
gives the stone some protection as well as the setting under 
the stone that cannot be reached to polish if oxide is formed 
there . Like the prong installation with the stone removed, the 
prong should be fluxed as well as the gold stock. It can be put 
on exactly in the same manner as was previously described. Af
ter the prong(s) have been soldered on, bent over and sawed 
off, the outside of the prong can be shaped with needle files 
and most of the excess metal on the sides of them can also be 
filed away. There is some metal that cannot be reached with a 
file due to the ring shank so I have always used a 38 or 40 flat 
engravers graver to trim the metal away (Figure 11). If the 
graver is properly sharpened and the belly polished it will leave 
a bright rnt which will require very little polishing. The tips 
can then be rough finished with needle files and cup burs. It 
is necessary to remove the boric acid and alcohol by boiling 
in water or pickling and rinsing in water. The ring can then be 
polished using a bristel brush wheel on the polishing motor to 
polish the prongs and tips using a coarse abrasive, such as 
tripoli, followed using a fine abrasive such a rouge. It can then 
be finished by washing in a soap and ammonia solution or 
cleaning in an ultrasonic tank. In most cases setting repairs can 
be made to be stronger then they were when new. Rarely do 
I get a return job with a complaint even when the prongs are 
catching on garments-which is much more than I can say 
about the new merchandise that I sold when operating a re
tail jewelry store. 

OTHER PRONGS 
The tiffany style prong settings that have been discussed thus 
far in this article are not the only prong settings that are used 
to hold stones. Another type prong is used on octagon stones 
with a flat prong the width of the cut off corner. It can be 
applied to box-type settings in much the same manner as the 
prongs are replaced on the tiffany prongs. It is still a good idea 
to file off a flat place down the corner of the box and make 
the solder joint, leaving enough protruding above the stone so 
it can be cut off after it is bent over the stone and shaped with 
a file . Then it is finished with abrasives when polishing on the 
polishing motor. In soldering the prong on in this manner, 
instead of butt soldering it at the girdle of the stone, there 
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Figure 9. Shaping prongs with needle files. 

F igure 10. Fin ishing tips with cup bur. 

is no bend in a solder joint as the bend is in the new metal. 
Square and rectangular box settings often have corners only 
holding the stone. These can be repaired by filing them down 
to the girdle of the stone, then using a piece of metal of the 
same quality as the setting and the thickness needed to make a 
firm prong when bent over the stone. It should be wide 
enough that it can be bent lengthwise into an angle. I usually 
roll a piece out to a thickness of .4 to .5 mm and about three 
inches long and 2 to 3 mm in width. I put this in a vise and 
bend it with a chasing hammer so each side of the angle is 
1 to 1 ~mm wide. This can be soldered onto the corner going 
down the corner of the box 1 '2 to 2 mm and protruding above 
the girdle seat by about the same when it is cut off. With a fine 
cut triangular file a "V" can be filed into the corner and when 
bent over the parts on each side of the "V" will come together 
and equal two prongs on each corner. 



NOTE TO READERS 

We would like to point out a correction to those 
readers who enjoy the "Chime & Strike" column 
by Steven G. Conover. The correction involves 
the Urgos 9-tubular bell movement which was 
discussed in the February and April '86 issues. 

PAGE 7, February issue : The second last 
sentence in paragraph 2 states: " If the chimes 
are placed on "silent," the hour strike is also 
silenced." Mr. Conover would like to point out 
that while this is true, the owner also has the op
tion of silencing just the chimes. 

PAGE 22, April issue: The four chime 
selector positions were described here. How
ever, there are five. The fourth position is 
"chime silent." labeled "strike" on some dials. 
The strike will sound, but the chimes do not. 
The fifth position is "silent," in which both 
chimes and strike are silenced. 

.. if you 're not doing it. .. 

.. . You Should Be ... 
usinv your AWI casemark! 

These can then be filed to a desired shape and pol
ished . The part that goes down on the corner(s) of the box 

F igure 11 . Trimming edges of prongs w it h h and graver. 

Announcing . .. 

The Watch 

Repairer's Manual 
FOURTH EDITION 

By Henry B. Fried 
CMW, CMC, FAWI, FBHI 

*Includes these new chapters: 
Case Setting & Winding Systems 
Motor Barrels & J eweled Main Wheels 
The Verge Fusee Watch 
Repairing Fusee Chains 
How to Make a Verge (Staff) 
The Duplex Escapement 

DUE OFF THE PRESS 
THIS MONTH 

Watch For Details! 

setting can be filed and polished so when the repair is com
pleted and final polished the repair is difficult to find, even for 
an expert. This repair can be made without removing the 
stone if it is a stone that will stand heat. 

Usually if all four corners need replacing, I remove 
the stone even if it is a stone that will take heat. Marquise 
stones (called navette if other than diamonds) have two
pointed ends; pear shape stones have one pointed end. The 
pointed end prongs can be replaced with similar metal stock 
as has previously been described except the angle has to be 
reduced to fit the setting on the pointed ends of the stone. 
After the prongs have been bent over the stone and finished 
if the stone will take heat a small piece of solder the same 
color and metal can be flowed into the crack, making a slight 
dome on the top of the stone end. This will give the maximum 
strength you can obtain with prongs and will be less likely to 
have any rough edge to catch on fabrics. 

After many years of replacing prongs, I still find it 
challenging and interesting. I continually try different ways of 
doing jewelry repairs. One of the greatest satisfactions is to 
look over a finished repair and if it is difficult to see where it 
is repaired feel proud of my accomplishment. 

The next article will be a continuation of repairing 
stone settings. 'l:Lill 
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Book Review 

STRIKING CLOCKS, THEIR WORKING & REPAIR, by 
Eric Smith, 192 pages, 40 line drawings, 80 black and white 
photographs, published in 1985 by Arco Publishers at $19.95. 

This is a workshop type book. If one was to recom
mend three books for clockmakers, this would be the one for 
striking clocks. DeCarle's Practical Clock Repairing and 
Penman's The Clock Repairer's Handbook would be the other 
two. This book was first published in 1940 and has been 
made available by this second printing. 

Mr. Smith says the book is intended to provide in
formation regarding medium priced and inexpensive clocks 
most likely to turn up in the workshops of today. A grand 
sonnerie carriage clock is neither medium priced nor inexpen
sive at present. However, this is a statement that may be a 
leftover from the 1940 edition and should not subtract from 
the value of this book. As a matter of fact it enhances the 
scope of the work. 

The book consists of nine parts: 1. Elements of 
sounding mechanisms, 2. Striking and chiming gear trains, 
3. Countwheel striking, 4. Rack striking, 5. Countwheel 
chiming, 6. Rack chiming, 7. Repair of individual parts, 
8. Setting up and adjusting, and 9. Correcting faults. 

To give some idea of the scope of this book, striking 
details of clocks from the following areas are presented: 
Carriage, Comtoise (Morbier), Cuckoo, French, American, 
English, and German clocks. 

In the early part of the book the distinction is made 
between striking, chiming, and musical clocks. Once this has 
been established, the counting systems are discussed. An 
exposition follows of the sequence of events. This includes 
let-off, warning, flirts, and concludes with the locking. 

The photographs, while in black and white, generally 
are very good in quality and illustrate the text that they are 
intended to refer to. In many cases the photographs are en
hanced by excellent line drawings which provide additional 
details. 

This is a book that should be in every clockmaker's 
or student clockmaker's library. lt is the best reference on 
striking and chiming clocks available today. 

Otto Benesh 

SANTE FE: HOW IT GOVERNED ITS TIMEPIECES 
THROUGHOUT THE SYSTEM, by David M. Nicholson, 
The Dougherty Press, Inc., Enid, OK, 8'1 x 11, soft cover, 
48 pages, 63 photos, including several charts and tables in 
addition to two railway maps of the Santa Fe, at $12.95. 

This is a story of the importance of time to the rail
road systems of America. Photographs show the various clocks 
and watches found within stations and carried by railroad 
personnel of the Santa Fe. 

The role of the watchmaker in assuring "railroad 
accuracy" is explained with the tolerances allowed and the 
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requirements of examination, repair, and lubrication to meet 
those ends. 

A listing is given of the watches, make, grade, number 
of jewels and size, including Elgin, Illinois, Hampden, South 
Bend, Hamilton, Waltham, and Ball. 

Historical information concerning the departments 
and personnel over a period of years, with individual and 
group pictures are shown with selected persons named. The 
author is a local watch inspector for Santa Fe in Enid, 
Oklahoma where he owns a clock repair business. He is a 
member of both the American Watchmakers Institute and the 
National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors. 

The pamphlet should be of particular interest to 
watch collectors, especially of railroad quality types. 

Joseph G. Baier, Ph.D. 

REPAIRING AND RESTORING PENDULUM CLOCKS 
by John Plew es, 871. x 11, either hard cover or paper back: 
223 pages, 116 figures and 8 tables, published 1984, Sterling 
Publishing Company, Inc., New York. 

John Plewes, CMC, has written for the clock collector 
and enthusiast who would like to restore his/her collection. 
He presumes little basic knowledge on the part of the col
lector, and attempts to bring that person to an understanding 
of clock terminology, mechanisms, and to instill the pro
cedures to undertake a responsible restoration. According to 
the publisher's news release, "Plewes covers all the commonly 
found clocks- the clocks that you're likely to inherit, find at 
auctions and flea markets, or buy from dealers". 

Photographs of selected clocks and diagrams assist 
in clock identification, as well as assisting in the restoration 
process. With his background, Plewes has included directions 
for the fabrication of selected tools, presumably for educa
tional purposes and for skill development, certainly not 
necessarily because of initial greater expense or availability. 
The book comprises some nine chapters organized within 
four major parts. 

PART I - Preliminaries, Chapter 1, covers a word 
to the clockwise, nomenclature, and basic clock concepts. 

PART II - Reparing Antique Clock Movements: 
American, Canadian, English, French, and German, with 6 
chapters. Chapter 2, The Basic Repair Text, using the Ameri
can 30-hour weight driven OG as its subject, and including 
other American clocks. Chapter 3, More American Clocks, 
including the Lyre, Seth Thomas Regulator, #2, a Banjo, 
the Mission Long case clock, all 8-day weight driven, and an 
8-day spring driven movement, and the 30-hour wood move
ment. Chapters 4 through 7, include representatives of 
Canadian, English, French, and German clocks. Typical styles 
are selected and described as types with some restoration 
suggestions. 



RESTORING A TURRET CLOCK 
(Continued from page 27) 

sive, she asked her question: "Do you 
make bells?" When the man answered 
"Yes", Susan was sure she had mis
understood. So she asked, "Do you make 
large bells?" He answered, "Well, if you 
consider 25 inches in diameter large, 
then the answer is yes." They visited the 
foundry, selected the three sizes that 
would be suitable, and asked for a price 
quotation. The man called the next day 
with a price of $3,200.00 ! So it was 
decided that brass tubing was a lot 
cheaper and that chime rods would 
probably do the job. 

Finally, a stand was made on 
which to rest this enormous movement. 
A pulley arrangement was made for each 
of the three trains. The pulleys were 
attached to the beams of the 16-foot high 
ceiling and the cables and weights were 
added. The chime rods were installed. 

Pictured above is the turret clock after restoration was completed. 

This incredible timepiece from 
1878 is once again ticking off the minutes 
and striking the quarter hours and hours 
with the greatest of pride. 

PART III - Restoring Dials and Cases. Chapter 8, 
Dials, covers Longcase White Dial, Wooden Dials, Zinc Dials, 
Paper Dials, Silvered Dials, Spun-Brass Effect, and Arabic 
Numerals. Chapter 9, Cases, covers their restoration, including 
repairs, and refinishing of a selected series of types. 

PART IV - Glossary of Horological Procedures and 
Devices. This section alone covers a little less than half of the 
book devoted to restoration procedures. Topics are listed 
alphabetically, from Anvil and Arbors to Wheels and Work
shop Safety. Herein are found such subjects as bushing and 
pivots, how to build a chainmaker for the repair of links in 
broken weight chains, how to make a clock cleaning machine, 
including its associated parts, how to make a clock stand, 
how to make a gear expander (wheel stretcher), and others, 
some of which would be a great challenge to many non-pro
fessional as well as professional clock repairmen and collectors. 
But the challenge is offered and procedures are given. 

The list of references could readily have been ex
panded, particularly to give greater background and interpre
tation of the procedures suggested and the explanations 
involving the restoration processes. Among the many, let me 
just cite two-Gazeley's Qock and Watch Escapements and 
DeCarle's Practical Clock Repairing, if not Saunier's Treatise 
on Modem Horology. 

Joseph G. Baier, Ph.D. 

NEW 
Switzerland 

1986 Edition 

GERMAN 

FRENCH 

SPANISH 

ENGLISH 

BUYERS' 
GUIDE 

FOR THE WATCH/CLOCK INDUSTRY 
JEWELRY AND ALLIED TRADES 

This directory is indispensable to all buyers. It contains the ad
dresses of all Swiss Watch Manufacturers /Jewelry and Allied 
Trades, a register of Trademarks ( 180 pp. ), 75 watch & clock 
headings, and an index in 4 languages. Useful as technical voca
bulary . Practical pocket size, over 900 pages, 600 it emized head-

ings. . $2S Price 

Published by HUGO BUCHSER Ltd. 
P.O. Box Stand 402, 1211 Geneva II, Switzerland 

Orders shoud be sent to : Overseas Publishers' 
Representatives 
47 W. 34th St., Rms. 625/629 
New York, NU 10001 
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Our Readers Write 

IDENTIFICATION MARK SYSTEM 

I have just finished reading the February '86 issue of 
Horological Times. This, I feel, has been one of you better 
issues and I enjoyed reading it very much. 

One point of special interest to me was the article 
concerning the Identification Mark System. I feel this is 
a very good idea and would like to become a part of this 
important function. Please assign me an identification num
ber so that my name can be added to the I ist of other 
watchmakers currently playing a significant role in our 
society. 

GOOD CANDIDATES 

Carl D. Stahl 
Johnstown, PA 

After reading the qualifications of the 12 candidates 
for the AWi Board of Directors, I am impressed by their 
abilities and by their dedication to AWi as well as their 
fellow members in their craft. It is too bad that we will 
only be able to avail ourselves of the talents of five of these 
outstanding people. I sincerely hope that the seven not 
elected will remain active at the national and local level of 
AWi affairs and be available and willing candidates again. I 
am sure that other members of AWi share my sentiments. 

LEARNING NEVER ENDS 

Anthony Prasil 
Rochester, NY 

Three years ago I and eight other fine watchmakers 
were employed by large department store. Because of com
pany problems many of their services were eliminated, in
cluding the watch repair center. I have started a new 
business close to my home in a small shopping center, now 
entering my third year. It has been difficult but now that I 
am getting established and just about the only full-time 
watchmaker in our area, business has picked up . I am kind 
of the "cross-generation" watchmaker, with my dad now 
retired at 81 (European watchmaker), whom I have learned 
with since the age of 18 ... to the modern quartz tech
nician with which I have become certified through five 
companies. 

American Watchmakers Institute is the finest organ
ization that I know of for the professional watchmaker. I 
am proud to belong and will belong always. For me it has 
been a rough new beginning in a new business. Oddly, 
most of my repairs are the older watches which I welcome 
all the time. Today's watchmakers must know as much of 
the old as well as the new to survive . I enjoy going to sem
inars and have learned a great deal from them. You con
tinue to learn all the time. It never ends . 
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Thomas J. Marton 
Matteson, I L 

BATTER¥ NEWS 
By Ewell Hartman, CMW 

BATTERY NUMBER SYSTEM 

Refer to your 1985-86 Battery Number System book

let to make the following additions : 

Section 11 - Specifications and Cross-Reference 

AWi, S13: Add to Panasonic, SR41W 
AWi, S17: Add to Panasonic, SR726W 
AWi, S21: Add to Panasonic, SR920W 
AWi, S23: Add to Panasonic, SR721W 
AWi, S29: Add to Panasonic, SR927W 
AWi, S12: Add to Panasonic, SR721SW 
AWi, S14: Add to Panasonic, SR621SW 
AWi, S18: Add to Panasonic, SR920SW 
AWi, S32: Add to Panasonic, SR626SW 
AWi, S38: Add to Panasonic, SR716SW 
AWi, S40: Add to Panasonic, SR916SW 
AWi, 856: Add to Panasonic, SR521SW 
AWi, S64: Add to Citizen, 280-66 
AWi, 864: Add to Panasonic, SR712SW 
AWi, A01: Add to Citizen, 280-904 
AWi, A01: Add to Panasonic, *LR44 
AWi, A03: Add to Panasonic, *LR43 
AWi, A05: Add to Panasonic, *LR1130 
AWi, A07: Add to Panasonic, *LR1120 
AWi, L12: Add to Citizen, 280-205 
AWi, L28: (This is a new listing, following L26) 
AWi, L28: Add to Voltage, 3.00 
AWi, L28: Add to Diameter, 16.0 
AWi, L28: Add to Height, 1.6 
AWi, L28: Add to Toshiba, CR1616 

"ENTHUSIASM MAKES THE DIFFERENCE" 

HAVING 

TECHNICAL 

PROBLEMS? 

AWi HOTLINE 

(513)661-4636 



I 
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r------------------------------------------ilAWIBENCHCOURSES 

BENCH 
()()f/R~E~ 

P.O. Box 11011 
Cincinnati, OH 45211 

I am interested in your bench course to be presented on _____ _ 

JUNE 1986 

6-8 v Austin, TX 
14 T Los Angeles, CA 
15 T San Francisco, CA 

AUGUST 

17 T Nashville, TN 
17 T Boston, MA 
17-18 w Newark, NJ 

SEPTEMBER 

6 T Denver, CO 
6-8 u San Francisco, CA 
7 T Kansas City, MO 
14 T Austin, TX 
14-17 M Seattle, WA 
21 D St. Paul, MN 
28 T Columbus, OH 

OCTOBER 

5 T Richmond, VA 
12 T Huntsville, AL 
18-19 w San Francisco, CA 
19 A Baltimore, MD 
22-24 I Cincinnati, OH 
25-27 u Cincinnati, OH 

NOVEMBER 

9 T Philadelphia, PA 

PERKINS 
CARPENTER 
CARPENTER 

BROUGHTON 
CARPENTER 
GEIGER 

CARPENTER 
PERKINS 
CARPENTER 
BROUGHTON 
BAIER 
SMITH 
BROUGHTON 

CARPENTER 
BROUGHTON 
GEIGER 
JAEGER 
PERKINS 
PERKINS 

BROUGHTON 

Please send more information. 

Address ____ _ _ _________ ________ _ 

City State Zip------

L------ - -------- ------ -------------
PROGRAMS INSTRUCTORS 
A Meter Microamps and Modules . . . . . . . .. Gerald G. Jaeger, CMW, CEWS 
B AWi Certified Citizen Quartz Watch Technician .. Buddy Carpenter, CEWS 
C Pulsar Quartz Analog Y590 and Y112 ........ James H. Broughton, CEWS 
D Seiko Quartz Combos ................. Leslie L. Smith, CMW, CEWS 
E Quartz Watch Test Equipment ............ Calvin E. Sustachek, CMW 
F Common Sense Quartz Watch Repair ......... Robert F. Bishop 
G ESA Digital/Analog 900.911 and ETA Analog 

961.101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .William Biederman, CMW 
H ESA Analog Quartz Repair .............. James Adams, CMW 

Using the Watchmakers Lathe ............. Archie B. Perkins, CMW 
L Introduction to Striking Clocks ............ Joseph G. Baier, Ph.D., CMC, CMW 
M Striking Clocks-Advanced Seminar ......... Joseph G. Baier, Ph.D., CMC, CMW 
N Introduction to Clock Repair . . . . . ...... David G. Arnold, CMC 
R Introduction to Jewelry Skills. . . . . ... Marshall F. Richmond, CMW 

Max Hoover, CMC 
Charles Callahan 

S Management Seminar ...... .. . . .Fred S. Burckhardt 
T Retrofitting .......... . . .. . . .. Buddy Carpenter 

FEBRUARY 1987 U Advanced Lathe Course . . . . . .. . . .. Archie B. Perkins, CMW 

8 T Baltimore, MD BROUGHTON V Antique Watch Restoration . . . . . .Archie B. Perkins, CMW 
W Restoration of Fusee Wa,ches . . ........... Ralph Geiger, CMC, CMW 

Ready Now! 
BENCH PRACTICES FOR WATCH/CLOCKMAKERS-Henry 
B. Fried. Hairspring practices, replacing regulator pins, jewel-
ing and dial repairs ................. .... $9.00 

CAVALCADE OF TIME-Henry B. Fried. Highlights of the 
Zale Private Collection of Timepieces . . . . . . . . . $10.00 

THE BEST OF J.E. COLEMAN-CLOCKMAKER-Orville R. 
Hagans. An aid to solving everyday problems in clock repair-
ing ... . .. . . . ... ... . . . .... . . ..... $30.00 

ESSENCE OF CLOCK REPAIR-Sean C. ("Pat") Monk. A 
practicing clockmaker reveals repairing secrets .. . . $19.95 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR THE CLOCKMAKING 
PROFESSION-AWi. Experts answer everyday questions 
about clockmaking .................... $14.95 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR THE WATCHMAKING 
PROFESSION-AWL Helpful information on repairing 
watches ... . ..................... . . . $5.95 

REPAIRING QUARTZ WATCHES-Henry B. Fried. Includes 
a basic course in electricity & electronic horology . . $22.95 

STRIKING CLOCKS-Joseph G. Baier, Ph.D. A hands-on sur-
vey for the clockmaker. ................. . $7.95 

THE SHIP'S CHRONOMETER-Marvin E. Whitney. A con
cise treatise on the fascinating nautical timepiece .. . for the 
collector as well as the horologist. . . . . . . . . . . . $75.00 

WATCH & CLOCK INFORMATION, PLEASE-W. H. Same
lius. The writing of Samelius edited by O.R. Hagans . $30.00 

THE WATCH ESCAPEMENT-Henry B. Fried. How to ana
lyze, adjust, repair the lever and cylinder, and more . . $8.00 

-----------------------• Make check or money order payable to AWi PRESS. 
I U.S. FUNDS ONLY, PLEASE. 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Please send the following book(s) : 
(List by t itle) 

AMERICAN WATCHMAKERS INSTITUTE 
3700 Harrison Ave., P .0. Box 11011 

Cincinnati, Ohio 45211 

Name _ _ _ ______________ _ 

Address _ _ _______ _ ___ ___ _ 

City _____ _____ _ _____ _ _ 

State _ _ _ ___ _ ____ Zip Code ___ _ 

All Books Shipped Postpaid 
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From the Manuscript and Photo Library of Orville A. Hagans, FAWI, CMW, CMC, FBHI, FNAWCC 

THE NEWMARK 
WATCH 

e appearance of a wristwatch of the Roskopf type 
ith the words "Made in England" on its plates 
ould have seemed most unlikely a few years ago, 

but the introduction of the Newmark watch has brought it 
about and has shown that it is possible to make inexpensive 
watches in this country in a way that can compete with the 
products of any foreign manufacturer. 

In appearance, the Newmark watch is neat and attrac
tive. Case, dial and hands are all of nice proportions, and have 
a high finish. As in most sales, appearance is an important fac
tor in final choice, this is a good point. There are four main 
styles selling at 44s., 46s 9d., 59s. 6d., and 63s. 

With the removal of the movement from its case, it 
can be seen at once that the Newmark is, quite frankly, a 
mass-produced Roskopf watch, but it is equally apparent that 
it is an unusually good one. The normal Roskopf train lay
out is followed, no attempt being made at any point to pre
tend that the watch has features which it does not possess. 
Realizing that lir.1itations of price necessarily govern the 
amount of finish that can be given to details, the makers have 
preferred to give the most essential mechanical parts the lion's 
share of attention. As a result, simple straight graining has 
been adopted for the plates, cocks, keyless wheels, and so on, 
but the finish of the wheel-teeth pinion leaves and escapement 
details have obviously had considerable care. The large barrel 
has a mainwheel with wide and well-cut teeth, and the cover 
snaps into its groove with a neatness equal to that of many 
watches costing many times the price of this one. 

The barrel arbor is also good, and its hook is formed 
to hold the spring securely, but without any tendency to 
"hump" adjacent coils, and so lead to possible breakage. An
other good detail is the attachment of the motion-work wheel 
and pinion to the barrel cover. It is at this point that the set
ting grip of a Roskopf watch is provided, and quite a lot of 
trouble has been experienced with the assemblies of this type 
in some watches. The usual trouble is slackness of the grip, a 
defect which renders it necessary to take the watch right down 
in order that the wheel can be made properly friction-tight . On 
the Newmark, the wheel is mounted against a large diameter 
shoulder, and as a result, loose motion-work should be avoided. 
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Figure 1 

A normal Roskopf
but an unusually 
good one (twice 
actual size). 

The mainspring powers the movement for well over 
the 30 hours which is its rated run. The power output is com
mendably even. Finish is good on all mainspring surfaces, par
ticularly the edges, and the hooking attachment to the barrel 
is soundly designed, capable of withstanding all normal strains 
-and a bit over! 

The train is made up of three wheels and pinions, in
cluding the escape wheel, and a satisfactory quality of finish 
is given to all points which have any bearing on timekeeping. 
Al I the gear teeth are excellently cut, with no trace of chatter 
or roughness, and the pinion leaves have a degree of polish that 
is most effective in reducing friction. As may be expected, the 
train runs smoothly and freely, a feature which is helped by 
the good form and high finish of the pivots. 

The pin-pallet escape is becoming the accepted one 
for moderately-priced watches, and this trend seems likely to 
persist. Many years may go by before we see again escape
ments of the normal club-toothed lever type applied to the 
lower-priced movements, but that is nothing to deplore. If it is 
soundly made, a pin-pallet escapement can give quite good 



account of itself, as many an ancient alarm clock can show. It 
is certainly not as durable as the club-toothed lever, but it is 
far less costly to manufacture. The Newmark version is quite 
a soundly made example of such an escapement. The escape 
wheel is nicely cut, and the locking and impulse angles are 
well chosen. Sometimes there seems a tendency to give too 
much draw to escapements of the pin-pallet type, but though 
draw is safe here, it is not taken to the point where unlocking 
is made heavy. The impulse is good, the wheel mounted with 
correct concentricity (a thing not always done!) and such fac
tors as drop, banking, and so on, are right. 

LEVER AND BALANCE DETAILS. 
The same good sense has been used in designing the 

lever fork and the balance details. The interaction of fork and 
balance-pin (or rather tongue) gives a smart, brisk delivery of 
the impulse, and the banking and safety actions are correct. 
The guard-pin is of the "riveted-in-and-bent-over" type, which 
is more complex to manufacture and assemble than the pressea
out form, but seems superior in action. 

The plain circular balance is nicely true and flat, and 
the balance spring, though not of the "close-coiled" type, is 
properly proportioned and mounted. There are no jewels any
where in the watch, and steel end pieces are used for the balance 
pivots, which run in brass holes. The two screws which hold 
the balance cock endpiece also retain the regulating index, 
which is a little novel in form, as it has an enlarged circumfer
ential portion instead of the usual tail, All the same, adjust
ment can be made quite easily, and the absence of a tail may 
discourage the owner from making his own adjustments-a 
thing that may really be an improvement! 

The keyless and winding assemblies are quite ef
fective. Indeed, the key less assembly is so simple and works 
so well that its general form might be worth copying for more 
ambitiously finished movements. The keyless stem runs in a 
brass block made up of five pressings, all assembled to form a 
solid block which gives a good bearing. It is easier to produce 
than a solid component produced by shaping or extrusion, and 
is probably more durable than a die-casting. It provides a long 
and most effective bearing for the bolt-screw, and that is im
portant, for looseness and shake there can lead to a lost wind
ing stem. Incidentally, this stem and its crown and castle wheels 
are all well made, as are the winding-wheels and the click-and
spring, the latter being, as usual in Roskopf movements, a 
"one-piece" job. 

Figure 2 

Two screws hold the unusual regulating index as well as the balance 
cock endpiece. The laminated block for the winding stem can be seen 
(about five times actual size). 

The plates and pillars are quite neat and serviceable, 
and here, as indeed, on all the other components, both press
work and turning are well finished, and have a notable absence 
of burrs and rough edges. 

The dials are a special feature of the line. The hands 
match the dial very well, and can be easily read. It is worth 
mentioning that the cannon pinion and hour wheel pipe fit 
so well that there is no annoying up-and-down shake on the 
hands. This defect has been one that has caused a lot of trouble 
on many Roskopf watches, leading to hands catching up, but 
it seems to have been overcome here. Incidentally, the dial of 
the watch examined had luminous numerals and hands which 
glowed most effectively in darkness. 

Figure 3 

0 

c 
0 
0 

Effective keyless work operated by a sensibly-sized winding button 
(about five times actual size). 

The winding button is large enough to get hold of, 
and its shape does not cause it to cut the fingers-a point the 
user will appreciate. Winding is easy, and so is hand-setting, the 
change being also sharp and effective. Our usual test of 100 in
and-out movements of the winding stem was tried and the 
mechanism functioned perfectly each time. 

FITTING IN CASE. 
Two springs, attached to the back plate, secure the 

movement into its case. The grip they afford is secure, but not 
so tight that the movement has to be forced out when its re
mova I is necessary. The case itself fits together well, and as the 
strap lugs are wisely attached to the bezel, complete loss of the 
movement through accidental knocking off of the bezel will 
not be likely to occur. 

To sum up, the Newmark watch is a very useful addi
tion to the products of the British horological industry. It is 
not a high-precision timekeeper, and it is not claimed to be. 
On the other hand it does provide a reasonably good personal 
timepiece for folk who require a moderately priced watch. 

It is distinctly interesting to see a watch of such char
acteristically "Swiss" design produced in England. It used to 
be assumed by many in the industry that manufacture of this 
kind was exclusively a continental business, but the repeated 
successes of our own factories, in one field after another, show 
how well we can master the necessary technique if we make 
the effort. 
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.. . from all around the ASSOCIATION ... 

WISCONSIN 
On April 11, 12, and 13, 1986 the Wisconsin Horo

logical Society held their 51 st Annual Convention at the 
Radisson Inn, Madison, Wisconsin. Friday evening's activities 
included a board meeting and welcome party. 

Saturday morning began with a tour of Ray-0-Vac 
National Headquarters and Technology Center. A business 
meeting to elect directors and hash out old business was held 
prior to lunch. Steven Conover presented an afternoon pro
gram on the Servicing of Today's Grandfather Clocks. The 
evening banquet and dancing was enjoyed by all. The banquet 
speaker was "Mr. Enthusiasm" Ewell Hartman. 

A business meeting was held Sunday morning, with 
door prizes awarded. Bob Nelson presented a program on 

escapements in watches. Following lunch Ewell Hartman 
spoke on "Balance Wheels Are Important Business"-how to 
make a mechanical watch keep proper time with adjusting 
methods that are fast, but rarely taught; and 'The Key Test 
for Quartz Analog Watches"-how to diagnose and estimate 
service problems in quartz analog watches with a universal 
procedure that is easy to learn and practical to use. 

VIRGINIA 
The Horological Association of Virginia held its 

annual convention on May 2-4, 1986 at the historic Hotel 
Roanoke in Roanoke, Virginia. 

Each seminar period had a choice of topics to attend. 
Charles lmundo of Portescap gave a presentation on using 
equipment to diagnose and separate mechanical and electrical 
problems for estimating and repairing. Harold F. Jennings, 
Jr. of Virginia Gemological Services, Inc. gave a presentation 
on Diamonds in Color. Bob Mandrioli of International Watch
makers, a material distributor specializing in high grade watch 
parts and equipment, gave two presentations-one on watch
making opportunities and how to use them, and one on high 
grade and quartz technology. Gary Pettera, a watchmaker and 
clockmaker who founded E-Z Start Software, gave two presen
tations on computer software application to the watchmaker 
and jeweler. Paul W. Nordt Ill of the John C. Nordt Company, 
Inc. gave a presentation on the technology of modern ring 
manufacturing. 

The convention included a dinner and dance on 
Saturday night and a luncheon on Sunday with installation 
of officers. Mr. Fred T. White was awarded Watchmaker of the 
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Year. 
For membership information in the Horological Asso

c1at1on of Virginia contact: Stan Palen, 11 Oakwood Drive, 
King George, VA 22485. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

The Massachusetts Watchmakers Association, Inc. will 
hold their Annual Dinner Meeting on June 17, 1986 at the 
Howard Johnson motel in Cambridge, MA at 7:30 P.M. For 
more information contact: Joan Curran, Secretary, King's 
Jewelry, Inc., Wilmington Plaza, Wilmington, MA 01887; 
phone. (617) 658-2122. 

CONVENTIONS 

North Carolina Watchmakers Association 
Annual Convention 
June 6, 7 & 8, 1986 

Radisson Hotel - High Point, NC 

Watchmakers Association of Pennsylvania 
Annual Convention 

June 6, 7, 8 & 9, 1986 
Holiday Inn - Lancaster, PA 

Watchmakers Association of Ohio 
40th Annual Convention 

July 25, 26 & 27, 1986 - Columbus, OH 

Nebraska & South Dakota Jewelers Association 
81st Annual Convention 

August 22, 23 & 24, 1986 
Ramada Inn - Kearney, NE 

Iowa Jewelers and Watchmakers Association 
Convention and Trade Show 

September 13-14, 1986 
Des Moines Marriott Hotel - Des Moines, IA 

North Dakota Jewelers and Watchmakers Association 
Convention and Trade Show 

September 13-14, 1986 
Seven Seas Motor Inn - Mandan, ND 

Arizona Horological Association Convention 
September 27, 1986 - Prescott, AZ 

Florida State Watchmakers Association Convention 
October 24, 25 & 26, 1986 - Palm Beach, FL 

lflinois Watchmakers Convention 
November 1-2, 1986 

Clock Tower Inn - Rockford, IL 



NEW JERSEY 
The Watchmakers Association of New Jersey had as 

their guest speaker in April Mr. Henry Loeser, manager of 
retail repair service for Cartier, Inc., New York. 

Mr. Loeser drew on his 21 years of experience with 
Cartier as background for an illustrated talk on Cartier clocks. 
Pictures of the store and its retail displays, as wel I as of many 
clocks in the Cartier historical collection were included in the 

program. 

NEW YORK 
The Horological Society of New York recently 

heard a program on "Quartz Watch Repair-Update and 
Troubleshooting". Irving Albert and Dennis Tricarico gave 
an informative talk on the servicing of quartz watches. Both 
are members of the Bulova Watch Company technical st.aff
lrving Albert is manager of its Technical Information Depart
ment and Dennis Tricarico is supervisor of its Quality Assur

ance Department. 
The talk concentrated on the general principles that 

apply to all quartz watch servicing. A question and answer 
period concluded the program. 

ILLINOIS 
The Annual Illinois Watchmakers Convention will 

be held on November 1-2, 1986 at the Clock Tower Inn 
in Rockford, Illinois-home of the world acclaimed Time 

Museum. 

Information is available by calling (309) 467-5016. 
Anyone interested in attending the tours, seminars, special 
programs, and meals is welcome to pre-register, either by 
calling the above phone number or by writing: Sue Hinrichsen, 
Gangloff Jewelers, Inc.; 114 North Main Street; Eureka, IL 
61530. 

IN DIANA 
The Horological Association of Indiana conducted 

their Spring workshops at Jasper, IN April 20 and at Plymouth, 
IN on May 4. David Christianson gave a presentation on diag
nosing and repair of quartz watches with less than $50 in addi
tional equipment. Glenn Seeds presented "Clock Wheel and 
Pin ion Cutting" with hands-on demonstration of gear cutting 
and mainspring barrel teeth repair. The 80 attendees at Jasper 
and 50 at Plymouth received credit hours to apply to their 
license required training time. Ladies present attended a pro
gram on craftmaking conducted by Nancy Oldfather. The HAI 
Spring workshop of 1986 was deemed a big success. 

,------------------------------------·----------------------
Attention Horologi.sts ... Did You Know That 

MORE THAN 

20 BUSINESS BUILDING BENEFITS 

Can be YOURS for only $3.33 a MONTH! 
(Payable $40.00 Annually) 

The basic purpose of the American Watchmakers Institute is to encourage 
and assist the horologist to improve his technical skills, his income and 
status. It is our aim to bring to the horologist the most up-to-date informa
tion available on developments in all facets of the industry. At the same 
time, AW I conducts all the public relation functions that are so vital to a 
profession; these involve both the public and governmental sectors. 

The American Watchmakers Institute shows its members new ways to solve 
problems, provides them with individualized technical assistance, and pro
motes their general welfare. 

Sign Up NOW for Numerous Benefits! 

24-Hour Hotline Vocational Brochures State and Local Affiliation 

Technical Bulletins Technical Services National Publicity 

Certification Program Employment Service National Public Relations 

Technical Seminars Film and Slide Service Affiliation with Schools of Watchmaking 

Membership Certificate Monthly Magazine Industry Advisory Board 

Lapel Pin Library and Museum Advertising Assistance 

Annual Meetings Packard Collection Home Study Course .... and more 
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New Products and Literature 

REPLACEMENT STRAPS 
ENCASED IN DISPLAY 
AVAILABLE FROM 
OCEANSIDE 

"Switch-a-Strap" display 
unit features replacement watch
strap styles that fit popular fashion 
watches, including Swatch, A
Watch, Watch-it, Sasson, Advance, 
and Guess. Each style is available 
in a full range of colors, from 
Oceanside. 

Contact Oceanside Time, 
Inc., 2790 Harbor Blvd., Costa 
Mesa, CA 92626; toll free 1 (800) 
292-5522; in California 1 (800) 
331-5522; or 1 (714) 751-5522. 

"Switch-a-Strap" display unit av
ailable from Oceanside 

JEWELRY FINDINGS 
CATALOG AVAILABLE 
FROM BOREL 
"It's the most comprehensive 
Jewelry Findings Catalog we've 
ever produced," said Roger Borel 
of Jules Borel and Co. of Kansas 
City, M 0 as he announced plans 
to distribute Borel's 1986 Find
ings Catalog. 

"We have added a 20-page 
full-color section which features 
our new 14K semi-mountings 
as well as our quality gold mount
ings, wedding rings, chains, and 
findings," Borel continued. 

The catalog has over 5000 
items listed, including settings, 
shanks, pendant mountings, ear 
mountings, bead cords, clasps, 
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spring rings, and birthstones. 
For your copy of Borel's 

1986 Jewelry Findings Catalog, 
send a request for Catalog No. 
F-86 to Roger Borel, Jules Borel 
& Co., 1110 Grand Ave., Kansas 
City, MO 64106. There are three 
Borel distribution centers to serve 
the nation's jewelers: Jules Borel 
& Co., Kansas City; J. Borel & 
Frei, Los Angeles; and Otto Frei
Jules Borel, Oakland. 

Borel's 1986 Jewelry Findings 
Catalog 

QUARTZ MOVEMENT 
FROM RONDA 
This is a new miniature quartz move
ment, 5Y, line calibre (13 x 15.55 
mm). Overall thickness is 2.5 mm. 
Designed for volume production, 
the movement has centre seconds, 
and the metallic base ensures high 
reliability. 

More information can be 
obtained from: Ronda Watch Corp., 
390 Fifth Ave., Suite 412, New 
York, NY 10018; (212) 564-
2567. 
Ronda 

Cas-Ker's assortment of clasps 

CLASPS FROM CAS-KER 
The Cas-Ker Company is offer
ing a new assortment of clasps 
and accessories for Seiko, Pulsar 
and other popular styles of mesh 
bracelets. The assortment contains 
foldover clasps, safety chains, 
spring bars, and buckle extend· 

SPORTS-SPIRITED WATCH 
FROM MOVADO 
A sporty version of Movado's 
"Museum Watch" is their ultra
slim, black chrome case set with a 
black-tinted sapphire crystal. The 
dial features only the Movado 
logo at 12 o'clock; quartz move
ment. Contact: Movado Time 
Corp., 650 Fifth Ave., New 
York, NY 10019; (212) 397-
7800. 

Movado 

ers. The assortment, which comes 
in a plastic compartment box, 
would cost $75 if purchased 
separately. Cost is now $39.95. 

For more information 
contact: Cas-Ker, 2121 Spring 
Grove Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45214; 
(513) 241-7073. 

WELDING TORCH USES 
DISTILLED WATER 
AS A FUEL 
A I ine of precision welding units 
using distilled water for fuel and 
producing a 6000"F flame has 
been introduced by the Henes 
Products Corporation. 

Called the Henes Flame 
Generator, the three MG (mixed 
gas) units use electrolytic action 
to produce the hydrogen and oxy
gen gasses from water in the op
timum two-to-one ratio to achieve 
superhot combustion. These 
generators are designed for weld
ing, brazing, soldering, drilling, 
cutting, polishing and annealing 
for metals, ceramics, glass and 
plastics. 

By varying torch tip size 
and gas pressure, flame length 
may be adjusted from .01" to 
6" through tips with openings 
from .003" to .062". With gas 
production and pressure easily 
adjustable, the Flame Generator 
is well suited for welding and 
fusing platinum, copper, berylli
um, nichrome, chrome!, and other 



Hanes welding torch 

hard-to-handle metals. 
For applications where 

torch temperatures of less than 
6000"F are needed, Henes pro
vides an optional alcohol booster. 
The introduction of alcohol 
vapor to the gasses lowers flame 
tern peratu re to 4000-4500°F. 
Fluxes may be added to the 
booster mixture and fed directly 
to the flame for ease in soldering 
gold and silver, silver brazing, 
and soft solder applications. 

Standard equipped models 
range in price from approximately 
$1000 to $2000. For more in
formation contact Henes Products 
Corp., 4225 E. Madison, Phoenix, 
AZ 85034;phone (602)275-
4126. 

MINIATURE GAS TORCH 
FROM MICROFLAME 

The Microflame mini
ature gas torch is a high quality 
heating, soldering and silver
brazing tool that develops a 
5000"F fine-point flame using a 
mixture of compressed Micro
nox™ and Butane gases. It pro
vides instantaneous and precise 
heat only where needed without 
risk of damage to adjacent areas 
for heating, soldering and silver
brazing applications as are often 
required by hobbyists, craftsmen, 
and service technicians. Both 
standard and deluxe kits are 
available at $29.95 and $49.95 
with quantity discounts offered. 
For further information contact 
Microflame, Inc., 14857 Deveau 
Pl., Minnetonka, MN 55345; 
(612) 935-3777. 

Miniature gas torch from Micro
flame 

JUNIOR WAX INJECTOR 
FROM GESSWEIN 
Gesswein has added a new wax 
injector to their casting products 
line. Their new Junior Wax In
jector has all the features of a 
large wax injector. 

The 2% quart (5% pound) 
capacity wax tank is completely 
insulated for energy efficiency. 
It is equipped with a liquid type 
thermostat for accurate tempera
ture control and an easy-to-read 
0-15 PSI pressure gauge. 

For further information, 
contact Gesswein, 255 Hancock 
Ave., Bridgeport, CT 06605; 
(203) 366-5400. 
Gesswein's junior wax injector 

SEIKO INTRODUCES 
DUAL CLOCK/TIMER 
FOR THE KITCHEN 
Seiko has given new meaning to 
two-timing with the introduction 
of its new kitchen wall clock and 
quartz timer. 

The timer can either stand 
alone or be hinged to the clock as 
an attractive unit for convenient, 
out-of-the-way storage. The mod
ern cream-white wall clock with 
large Arabic numbers and match
ing 60-minute quartz timer has a 
suggested retail price of $59.50. 
The unit is available from the 
nationwide network of Seiko 
distributors, or by contacting: 
Seiko Time Corporation, 
640 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 
10019; (212) 977-2800. 

CARAVELLE®UUARTZ 
WATCH FROM BULOVA 
For daytime or evening, the 
Caravelle®Quartz model (48L69) 
is delicate and graceful. Designed 
in goldtone, its mesh bracelet and 
oval case complement the gilt 
linear patterned dial with applied 
quarter hour markers. This model 
has a suggested retail price of 
$84.95, and is available from 
Bulova Watch Co., Inc., 26-15 
BUE, Woodside, NY 11377. 

Bulova's quartz watch 

....... 

~-' 

Kitchen wall clock and quartz 
timer from Seiko Time Corp. 

KASSOY OFFERS 
RETROFIT 
HALOGEN LAMP 

Low voltage halogen 
tungsten lamps have three times 
longer life than ordinary lamps, 
a company spokesman claims. 
These lamps deliver pure white 
day light. Retrofit allows the 
lamps to screw into any standard 
fixture, with no transformers or 
electricians needed. A person can 
update his old lighting quickly 
using his current fixtures. 

The model pictured is 
LA 17 (bulb and adaptor), and 
retails for $39.95. For more in
formation contact: KASSOY, 
32 W. 47th Street, New York, 
NY 10036; toll free: 1-800-
1-KASSOY. 
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New Products and Literature 

AKKO INTRODUCES 
ART DECO ACRYLIC 
MANTEL CLOCK 
In a design recalling art deco, 
AKKO's new mantel clock is 
formed of pure thick acrylic. 
A one-inch thick clear acrylic rod 
is bent softly around the black 
acrylic face. A one-inch acrylic 
base, a red accent at 12 o'clock, 
and brass hands complete the 
design. The clock measures 
9Y:."x2W'x9" and includes an 
accurate mini-quartz movement 
powered by a single AA battery. 
The suggested retail price is $90 
(stock number 2001). Catalogs 
are available from AKKO, Inc .• 
300 Canal St., Lawrence, MA 
01840; 1 (800) AKKO-lllJC. 

AK KO's art deco mantel clock 

PULSAR LADIES' DRESS 
ANALOG QUARTZ 

This new ladies' dress 
analog quartz baguette (model 
PEX104) in Pulsar's "Diamond 
Collection" series makes a high 
fashion statement for their 1986 
line. Two diamonds embellish 
the borders of the gold tone case. 
An integrated gold tone Florentine 
finish bracelet enhances the time
piece. Gilt delfine hands and hour 
stick markers stand out on the 

brushed gilt dial. The suggested 
retail price is $225; approximate 
three year battery life. 

For more information, 
contact Pulsar Time, 1111 Mac
arthur Blvd., Mahwah, NJ 07430; 
(201) 529-2400. 

Ladies' dress quartz from Pulsar 

RIO GRANDE INTRODUCES 
AN IMPROVED 
BUR LIFE DISPENSER 
Now, without stopping work, 
jewelers can apply lubricant to 
their hand tools, burs, and wire. 
Rio Grande Albuquerque, Inc. 
has just introduced a handy new 
dispenser for their exclusive 
lubricant, Bur Life. 

Bench Bur Life conveniently 
attaches to the side of a work
bench so a jeweler can just reach 
over with his tool hand and apply 
lubricant while his other hand is 
free to hold his work. 

Unlike other lubricants, 
Bur Life is globular in structure. 
It is like coating the surface of 
a tool or workpiece with tiny 
ball bearings. When the cutting 
tool comes in contact with 
the workpiece, instead of drawing 
away, Bur Life tends to gather 
at the point of contact, where 
lubrication is needed. 

Bench Bur Life is easy to 
install. The refillable base screws 
right into the edge of a jewelers 
workbench. Replaceable, cone
shaped cartridges slip into the 
base and come with a protective 
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plastic cover for storage. 
For more information, con

tact Rio Grande Albuquerque, 
Inc. at 1-800-545-6566 or write: 
6801 Washington NE, Albu
querque, NM 87109. 

Bur Life dispenser from Rio 
Grande Albuquerque, Inc. 

JEWEL CASE INTRODUCES 
THE "CLASSIC COLLECTION" 
Jewel Case Corporation in Provi
dence, RI has introduced a line 
of packaging designed to allow 
custom-sizing of metal boxes 
with out the inherent start-up 
(tooling) costs of metal, shell-type 
boxes. Named the "Classic 
Collection" for its traditional, 
up-scale jewelry store look, the 
line is priced competitive with 
many standard, all-metal box 
lines. It also features a variety of 
colors, textures, and materials. 

"But, the 'flexibility of size' 
is the characteristic that makes 
this box most unique," says 
Richard Gaboury, president of 
Jewel Case. "Using our unique, 
patented, metal/heavy board 

Howard Miller makes time a modern art form in a collection of wall 
clocks with the elegance of brass and the accuracy of a quartz bat
tery movement. The unique loop-and-circle design known as the 
"Aura" (left) suspends in a clear acrylic disc a brushed brass-finished 
dial with ebony grid, hands, and markers. The square "Image" has 
a brushed brass finished dial with black hands and Arabic numerals. 
In see-through cartons, these clocks have a suggested retail of 
$24.95-$39.95. For more information contact Howard Miller Clock 
Company, 860 East Main St., Zeeland, Ml 49464 (616) 772-9131. 



construction, we can offer cus
tomers custom boxes with sizes 
tailored to their needs ... at 
reasonable prices, and with 
relatively fast delivery" he adds. 

The line is now available 
through a nationwide sales 
organization. Samples and pricing 
can be obtained by contacting 
Jewel Case's National Sales 
Manager, Eileen Moser at (401) 
943-1400. The company is 
headquartered at 300 Niantic 
Avenue, Providence, RI 02907. 

SELF-WINDING WATCH 
WITH TOURBILLON 
FROM AU DEMARS PIGUET 
This self-winding wristwatch's 
movement incorporates a tour
billon, one of the most complex 
horological mechanisms invent
ed. The movement is an extra
thin construction, only 2.50 mm 
thick and 7.20 mm wide. Total 
watchcase thickness is 4.80 mm. 
The movement's rotor is in 
platinum-iridium alloy; 18K yel
low gold case. The tourbillon can 
be observed through an aper
ture in the gold dial. 

For more information, 
contact Audemars Piguet, 350 
Fifth Ave., Suite 7712, New York, 
NV 10118; (212) 947-1055. 
Audemars Piguet 

"Classic Collection" from Jewel Case Corporation 

GAMZON BROS. 
INTRODUCES NEW 
TORCH ADAPTER SET 
With the new Torch Adapter 
Set and 6 tips, a jeweler can 
convert his standard oxygen 
bench torch into a multi-function 
soldering, welding, and melting 
torch. The Torch Adapter Set 
eliminates the need to purchase 
expensive water welders. The 
six tips enable a torch to 
produce a flame ranging from the 
finest micro all the way up to 
a very hot melting flame. The 
set produces a non-oxidizing 
flame with less pickling needed. 
Jewelry comes out much cleaner. 
Production is speeded up and the 
Torch Adapter without the tips 
can even melt platinum. The 
finest intricate work, thinnest 
chains, rings, pendants, bangles 
and even large silver hollow ware 
can all be soldered expertly with 
ease. Tips are easily removed with 
the flick of the wrist. For further 
information call: Gamzon Bros., 
Inc_, 21 West 46th St_, New York, 
NV 10036; Tel: (212) 719-2550, 
outside NV state call: (800) 
223-6464. 

NEW JEWELERS SAW FRAMES 
FROM OLSON SAW CO. 
Olson Saw Company has intro
duced 10 new premium quality 

jewelers saw frames for the pro
fessional craftsman. Each frame 
features: 

* Rigid, polished steel 
frames for a solid feel; 

* Adjustable bow (with 
brass ring) for blade tensioning; 

*Aligned and serrated 
blade clamps for straight line 
sawing and secure blade reten
tion; 

* Hardened steel thumb 
screws. 

Jewelers saw frames are 
also available with a blade ten
sioning end screw and have depths 
ranging from 2%" to 8". Olson's 
four-page catalog illustrates a 
comprehensive line of premium 
quality jewelers, coping, fret, and 
pocket hack saw frames and 
blades. For a free copy of Olson's 
Frame and Blade Catalog Sheet 
OL-29A, write to: The Olson 
Saw Company, Rt. 6, Bethel, CT 
06801; (203) 792-8622. 

"FREEDOM" WATCHES 
FROM CONCORD 
One of Concord's new collection 
leaders, this upmarket timepiece 
called "Freedom" is made either 
in surgical steel, 18K yellow gold, 
or in a gold-and-steel combina
tion. Its bracelet fits smoothly 
into the slim water-resistant case 
whose intermediate gold links 

can be set or even cobbled with 
diamonds. Contact: Concord 
Watches, 650 Fifth Ave_, New 
York, NV 10019; (212) 397-
7800. 

Jewelers saw frames from the 
Olson Saw Company 

"Freedom" watches from Con
cord Watch Company 

When you write these advertisers 
about their products, tell them 
you saw it in the HT! 
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News 1n the Trade 

"OBJECTS OF ADORNMENT" 
ON EXHIBIT AT MILWAUKEE 
ART MUSEUM 
A comprehensive exhibition of 
jewelry dating from ancient and 
medieval times through the begin
ning of the 20th century will be 
on display at the Milwaukee Art 
Museum June 20 through August 
24 in the Journal/Lu bar Galleries. 
The Opening Reception will be 
on June 19 from 5:45-8:00 P.M. 

Co-organized by the Walters 
Art Gallery (Baltimore) and the 
American Federation of Arts, the 
exhibition will include 213 rare 
and precious objects ranging from 
amulets reportedly possessing spe
cial powers to death masks, prel
ate's rings and pomanders, stom
achers and stick pins. The exhib
ition includes many masterpieces 
such as a bracelet from the 01-
bia Treasure, the Esterhazy Mar
riage Collar, the Tiffany sapphire 
Iris, and Rene Lalique's Tiger 
Necklace. 

The Walters Art Gallery 
possesses one of the largest, most 
comprehensive col!ections of jew
elry in the world, but it is virtu
ally unknown. This is the first 
time that a portion of this enor
mous collection has ever traveled_ 
The show's ten-museum tour is 
providing a unique opportunity 
for the American public to view 
the broad history of this art form . 

The exhibition is being 
brought to Milwaukee through 
the support of Boston Store and 
the law firm of Michael, Best 
and Friedrich. Nationally, the ex
hibit is supported by grants from 
the National Endowment for the 
Arts and the Mabel Pew Myrin 
Trust. 

The jewelry collection was 
assembled by Henry Walters, a 
railroad magnate and an avid 
collector who admired fine work
manship in small and precious 

objects. Between 1893 and 1931, 
Walters purchased hundreds of 
examples of historical jewelry. 
His search led him all over the 
world. 

For further information, 
call (414) 271-9508. 

CAS-KER ADDS ANSON 
TO ITS JEWELRY LINE 
The Cas-Ker Company has re
cently added the Anson brand to 
its line of jewelry products. The 
company is stocking the complete 
Anson line and is now the only 
Anson distributor in the Greater 
Cincinnati-Southwestern Ohio 
Valley area. The Anson line is a 
significant addition to the com
pany's expanding product line. 

Further information can be 
obtained by contacting: Adrian 
Herberger, Jewelry Manager, CAS
K ER Co., 2121 Spring Grove 
Ave., P.O. Box 14069, Cincinnati, 
OH 45214; (513) 241-7073. 

JEWELERS GUILD-CHICAGO 
NAMES FRED PHILLIPS 
"SALESMAN OF THE YEAR" 
The Jewelers Guild of Greater 
Chicago has chosen Fred Phil
lips, sales representative for Pulsar 
Time, to be honored as "Sales
man of the Year" for 1986. 
Award ceremonies were held at 
the Guild's 59th Annual Banquet 
in May. 

The Guild stated that its 
selection of Phillips for the 
award was due to his keen at
tention and cooperation which is 
greatly appreciated by the or
ganization's members whom he 
serves. Phillips, a resident of 
Long Grove, IL, joined Pulsar 
in November 1982. 
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LO NG INES-WITTNAUER 
REALIGNS SALES TEAM 
John L. Davis, President of 
Longines-Wittnaur Watch Co., an
nounced the following new ap
pointments in the firm's execu
tive sales team: 

Harvey Kaplan has been 
promoted to Eastern Regional 
Sales Manager. Mr. Kaplan will 
work with company sales repre
sentatives in maintaining lon
gines-Wittnauer's standards in ser
vicing accounts. 

Carol Duclos will replace 
Mr. Kaplan and represent lon
gines-Wittnauer in California and 
Arizona. 

Longines-Wittnauer has 
also appointed Michael J. Healy 
in the Bay area. Because of Mr. 
Healy's sales record in the New 
York market, he has been given 
th is new assignment. 

Peter J. Lombardi will fill 
the position vacated by Michael 
Healy. Also, Stephen Verrill has 
become the company's sales rep
resentative in the New England 
area. 

FELDMAR WATCH & CLOCK 
CENTER CELEBRATES 
ITS 30TH ANNIVERSARY 
It was 30 years ago that the 
present Feldmar Watch Company 
(now known as Feldmar Watch 
and Clock Center) was organized. 

The original Feld mar Watch 
Company was started in Hungary 
in 1902 by Jack Feldmar. In 1913 
the United States (Newark, NJ) 
became the new home of the 
Fledmar family . Later the family 
moved to California where Feld
mar set up his bench. His son 
Barney became his partner 
when he learned the trade. 

During World War II when 
new watches and stopwatches 
were impossible to get, the 

Harvey Kaplan 

Carol Duclos 

Peter J. Lombardi 



telephone company had 196 stop
watches that other watchmakers 
declared irrepairable. They in
sisted that the team of Barney 
and Jack Feldmarsee ifthey could 
repair any of them. They did-
175 of them. This introduced 
them to the importance of stop
watches in industry. With a con
tract from Western Electric to re
pair all of their stopwatches, they 
started repairing and selling stop
watches to many of the local 
schools, studios, and industries. 

In the early 1960s the first 
electronic watch-the Bulova Ac
cutron-was invented, and though 
the Feldmar Watch Company had 
sold and repaired wristwatches in 
addition to the stopwatches, the 
precision of the Accutron fit 
right in with their timing com
pany. With establishment of Bul
ova Accutron Centers in various 
large cities in the U.S., Bulova 
appointed the Feldmar Watch 
Company to be the Accutron 
Center for the Los Angeles area. 
Before long they became the 
#1 Accutron center in the U.S. 

With the advent of the 
quartz watches-both digital and 
analog-many new manufacturing 
companies entered the watch field 
as well as many older ones. 
Feldmar Watch Company now has 
over 1500 watches on display 
representing most of the major 
watch companies. 

In 1974 Sol Meller joined 
the Feldmar company, and is now 
the Vice President and Manager. 
One of his major innovations 
was the addition of a very com
plete clock department. The walls 
had to be knocked out to make 
room for the display of all the 
various clocks representing most 
of the major clock manufactur
ers. 

Thus with over 1500 watch
es on display, the world's larg-

est selection of stopwatches, a 
large selection of clocks, and a 
watch and clock repair depart
ment, the Feldmar Watch Com
pany has grown considerahly in 
its 30 years of business. 

The company's address is 
9000 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, 
CA 90035; (213) 272-1196. 

GERMAN OW-SIMON 
ANNOUNCES NEW LINE 
OF PRODUCTS 
Recently at the co-convention of 
the American Jewelry Distributors 
Association and Jewelry Industry 
Distributors Association, German
ow-Simon Machine Company an
nounced a complete new line of 
magnifiers and loupes to be sold 
through watch material and jewel
ry distributors. 

The G-S Hypo-Tube ce
ment used for years by watch
makers has been repackaged in a 
skin pack for distribution in the 
craft and hobby fields. G-S 
Hypo-Tube cement is also still 
available in its original individual 
box. 

Information on both prod
ucts can be obtained from distri
butors or direct from the factory. 
Contact: Germanow-Simon Ma
chine Co., Inc., P.O. Box 1091, 
Rochester, NV 14603. 

CLOCK INDUSTRY MEETING 
A SUCCESS 
The Clock Manufacturers and 
Marketing Association's business 
meeting held recently in Chicago 
during the International House
wares Show was considered a 
success by association organizers. 
Twenty-eight companies were 
represented among the regis
trants. 

There were five separate 

30th Anniversary-Feldmar Watch Company. Comedian Mort Sahl 
(center), long time customer, with Harriet and Barney Feldmar. 

committee meetings: Marketing 
& Research, International Trade, 
Membership Promotion, Clock 
Terminology, and Meetings & 
Conferences. Here are some of 
the association's plans for the 
future: 

The CMMA will start com
piling industry statistics to be dis
tributed annually to members of 
the Association who participate. 
The data will be broken down by 
units and wholesale dollar amounts 
and by categories of clocks in
cluding estimated retail dollars. 

The International Trade 
Committee of the CMMA has 
started plans to establish over
seas contacts with suppliers, work 
with contacts in Washington, D.C. 
regarding tariffs, and establish for
eign exchange information (for
eign exchange rates). 

The Association has a total 
of 31 companies on the member
ship roster, which includes 20 
manufacturing companies and 11 
supplier companies. 

A rough draft of a clock 
terminology manual is being as
sembled which will be distributed 
to the membership for revisions 

or additions. Once completed, 
this manual will be distributed to 
member firms and the retailer/ 
distribution industry as recom
mended standard terminology for 
the clock industry. 

The next association meet
ing is scheduled for November 
12, 1986. For more information 
contact: CMMA, 710 East Ogden 
Ave., Suite 113, Naperville, IL 
60540; (312) 369-2406. 

PARIS JUNIOR COLLEGE 
GEMOLOGY CLASS 
GRADUATES 
Eleven students received cert:fi. 
cates for completion of Paris 
Junior College's professional ge
mology program on May 8. Those 
who graduated included Texas 
residents Leesa Burnett of Forney, 
Jesus Guerrero of Brownsville, 
John Dougan of Sulphur Springs, 
Luis Moreno of Del Rio, Larry 
Norrell and Cole Searcy, both of 
Fort Worth. Other graduates are 
Randy Bristor of Dodge City, 
KS, Kerry Krag of Memphis, TN, 
Mary Ellen Madden of Tulsa, OK, 
Roy Moore of Centerville, TN, 
and Kyoko Tahara of Osaka, 
Japan. 
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Classified Ads 

REGULATIONS AND RATES 

Ads are payable in advance $. 50 per 
word , $.60 per word in bold type . 
Ads are not commissionable or dis
count~ble. The publisher reserves 
the right to edit all copy. Price 
lists of services will not be accept
ed. Confidential ads are $4.00 ad
ditional for postage and handling. 
Classified Display Ads are $25 .00 
per column inch. The first of the 
month is issue date. Copy must be 
received 30 days in advance (e .g. 
February issue closes for copy on 
January 1). 

Horological Times 
P.O. Box 11011 

3700 Harrison Avenue 
Cincinnati, OH 45211 

(513) 661-3838 

TRADESMEN 
HAND ENGRAVING FOR THE TRADE. 
SASE FOR PRICES. STEVEN M. KAMIN
SKY, 414 S. MAIN ST., P.O. BOX 964, FIND
LAY, OHIO 45839. 5-3 

NEW SWISS QUARTZ MOVEMENTS CUSTOM 
FITTED to Diamond, Gold, Antique, Senti
mental Watches and Pockets-all sizes. Rolex, 
Omega , Longines, LeCoultre, Girard Perregaux, 
Bulova, Elgin , Gruen, Accutron , Hamilton, 
Movado. Service and Quartz Conversion. 
ALFONSO ZAMORA, 395 Bernhardt Drive, 
Buffalo, New York 14226 ; (716) 839-5091. 

Watch wheel cutting, repivoting and staffing. 

WE CAN MAKE ANY PART 
WE CAN RESTORE ANY WATCH 

Free estimates, references on request, 
expedient services are provided. SASE for brochure. 

European WATCH & CASEMAKERS, LTD. 
140 N. 7th Ave., P.O. Box 1314 

Highland Park, N.J. 08904 
Tel. (201) 937-5611 

CLOCKS: gearcutting, retoothing, repivoting, 
rebushing, jeweling. REPAIRING: Chrono
graphs/timers, fusees, aircraft clocks, antique 
clocks/pocket watches. Send sample for es
timate, SASE. NIEGELS HOROLOGY, Roy 
Niegel, CMC, CMW, IOI E. St. Joe Drive, Spirit 
Lake, ID 83869. (208) 623-4330. (tf) 
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Trade Watch Repair. 35 years experience. Fast 
service. Modern equipment. Mechanical and 
electronic. Write or call for price list. "BUD'S" 
WATCH REPAIR SERVICE, 3748 N. New 
England Ave., Chicago, IL 60634; (312) 
MUS-9590. (tf) 

GUARANTEED WATCH REPAIR. PRO
ESSIONAL service at excellent prices. Certi
fied Master Watchmaker and Certified ROLEX 
Technician. Call for price list and other in
formation. CTS SERVICES, 1(800) 362-
9241; in Iowa call (515) 852-3838. 5-2 

Quality watch repair on Rolex to Pulsar, price 
list of services with SASE. Harry Granzow, 
Watchmaker, Box 272 , Kankakee, IL 60901. 
1 (815) 939-4870 . 5-2 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICE 
WE ARE FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE FOR: 

* VIBROGRAF/PORTESCAP 
* TICK-0-PRINT/L&R 

WE SERVICE ALL MAKES 0!= ULTRASONICS ANO 
OTHER WATCH RATE RECORDERS AND EQUIPMENT 

JACK PHILLIPS 
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT SERVICE 

#2 LOWER ALCATRAZ PLACE. MILL VALLEY, CA 94941 
FOR INF ORMATION CALL (4151388-9269 

(tf) 

VERGE BALANCE STAFFS and other repairs 
and restorations for Fusee watches. 18th and 
19th century English WATCH HANDS made 
to order in au then tic styles. Fine antique 
clocks, watches and chronometers repaired. 
Ralph Geiger, CMW, CMC, CEWS, 8105 Valley 
Farms Trail, Indianapolis, IN 46224. 5-1 

Wheels, pinions, barrels or whatever, repaired 
or mJdt: new. Rcpivot arbors. No watch parts. 
Ken Leeseberg, Ken-Way Inc., 19 W. 672 
Army Trail , P.O. Box 219, Addison , Illinois 
60101. (tf) 

DIAL REFINISHING CO. FAST SERVICE 
FINEST QUALITY, quantity works welcome'. 
Specialize on changing dial feet positions to fit 
the quartz movement. Send your works to 
KIRK DIAL OF SEATTLE, 4th & Pike Bldg., 
Suite 625, Seattle, WA 98101. (206) 623-2452. 

(tf) 

CLOCK WHEEL AND PINION CUTTING. 
fast Service - Write for free brochure and price 
list. Fendleys, 2535 Himes St., Irving, TX 
75060. (tf) 

Chains Soldered; Beads & Pearls Strung; Ring 
Sizing; New Shanks. Send for price list. Vicki 
Elia, Victoria Jewelers, 689 N. Cass, Westmont, 
IL 60559; (312) 654-2055. 

TRADE WATCH REPAIR: JIN'S WATCH 
SHOP, KOREAN-TRAINED WATCH REPAIR
MAN. REPAIR ALL QUARTZ AND ME
CHANICAL WA TC HES, SPECIALIZING IN 
SEIKO. 5652 BROWNSBRIDGE RD ., P.O. 
BOX 306, AUBURN, GA 30203. 4-3 

CLOCK WHEELS-Reasonable rates and fast 
service. Wheels made from sample. Kazen 
& Son, 215 N. Shia., Corunna, MI 48817; 
(517) 743-3431. 5-4 

CUTTERS cycloidal for clock wheels and pin
ions. Module 0.2 to 1.0. Constant profile pro
ducing traditional square bottomed teeth, 
I 04 sizes. Escape cutters: recoil (set of seven 
sizes), Dead beat (set of four sizes) . Ratchets 
60° and 70°. All cutters made in 8% cobalt M42 
High Speed Steel, and heat treated under vac
cum. Also cutter grinding wheels , Grit and CBN. 
Send for Information Sheet, prices and order 
forms to: P.P. Thornton (Successors) , Ltd., 
Horological Cutter Makers, The Old Bakehouse, 
Upper Tysoe, Warwickshire, CV35 OTR, Eng
land. (tf) 

CUSTOM BALANCE STAFFS cut and fitted. 
Since 1922. James Bourne, CMW, P.O. Box 
215 , Ladysmith, WI 54848. Phone (715) 532-
3166 . (10-6) 

CLOCK and MUSIC BOX parts, mainsprings, 
material and tools. Custom made to order or 
repair of gears, pinions and parts. Catalog 
$2.00. TANI ENGINEERING, Box 338, At
water, OH 44201. (216) 947-2268. (tf) 

MILLER'S WHEEL AND PINION CUTTING 
Custom made parts. Music box comb restora
tion. Fusees, verge escapements. David G. 
Miller, 2234 S. Union, Alliance, OH 44601; 
(216) 821-6606. 

FOR SALE 

Complete set watchmakers and jewelry 
hand tools. Some material, Bulova # WT 
ultrasonic watch cleaning machine & bench. 
Enough to start complete repair department. 

CALL (308) 872-2138 



CLOCK TIMER.Regulate your clocks electron
ically with the new CTI Clock Timer. Can be 
used on almost any clock with mechanical es
capement. Pendulum clocks large and small, 
lever or cylinder escapements, anniversary 
clocks, etc. For information write: Can Tho 
Instruments, P.O. Box 80113, San Diego, CA 
92138. (tf) 

KONDO AND SCHATZ PARTS mechanical, 
electronic, and quartz. Try us! Baltimore Clock 
Parts, 2004 Hillside Drive, Baltimore, MD 
21207. (tf) 

PARTS AND SERVICE HEADQUARTERS 
FOR SCHATZ, KUNDO, KOMA, KERN , HAL
LER, HERMLE, NISSHINDO. MECHANICAL
QUARTZ- ELECTRONIC- CIRCUIT BOARDS
MAINSPRINGS - SUSPENSION SPRINGS -
MOVEMENTS, ETC. GREENHILL CLOCK 
SERVICE, P.O. Box 2247, El Cajon, CA 92021. 

CENTRAL FLORIDA CLOCK & WATCH 
SHOP. Sales & Repairs, established 11 years, 
only shop in county 150,000+, good location, 
reasonably priced. Serious inquiries only please. 
Reply Box FS4861, Horological Times, 3700 
Harrison Ave., Cincinnati, 0 H 45 211. 4-3 

MINI QUARTZ MOVEMENTS. Guaranteed 
lowest prices - as low as $2.30 . 2-yr. guarantee. 
Large selection of hands and numerals. Free 
delivery. SASE or call (704) 333-0221. Hall 
Clock Shop, 1512 Central Ave., Charlotte, NC 
28205. (tf) 

UNIMAT 3 LATHE setup. Excellent condi
tion with every metal working accessory avail
able and custom extras. Comes with tool box 
that holds everything securely. A professional, 
portable, complete machine shop in a box. 
Send SASE for full information. Thomas Con
lon, 1672 B Lewalani Dr., Honolulu, HI 96822. 

----Store For Sale---
A WATCH PROFESSIONAL'S DREAM 

Three year old. modern watch store in 
primary enclosed mall. located in Mary· 
land, specializing in the sale of watches, 
bands, and on premises repairs, offers 
unique opportunity to watchmaker or 
retailer. 40% retail, 60% repairs. Taking 
in over 225 repair jobs monthly. selling 
over 200 batteries weekly. 1985 gross 
sales $160,000. 1986 already up 20% 
over last year! Well organized. turn
key operation makes it easy for you to 
take charge, Selling price $115,000. 
Offers you a secure future! 

Call our TOLL FREE answering ser· 
vice and leave your name and address; 
we will send you all the details for your 
consideration: 

1-800-334-0854, ext. 891 

•~--SUPERCELL ....... Batteries 
AS LOW AS .14 CENTS EACH! 
#392, 364, 396, 362, and many more. New 
Supercells, prem ium maxi-silver oxide guar. 
antees long life up to 3 years. Fresh from 
the factory direct to you. Ten individually 
sealed to a card. First time offered. Now 
you can buy direct from the source. For 24 
hour express service call: 

TOLL FREE 800-334-0854, ext. 891 
or write 

TIME SOURCE INTERNATIONAL 
P.O. BOX 613 

Baltimore, MD 21133 .... 

BE ALL THE CLOCKMAKER YOU CAN 
BE WITH CHRONOS, KEYSTONE, AND 
J.M. WILD tools. Wheel cutting engines, pinion 
mills, depthing tools, spring winders, wheel 
blanks, pinion steel, division plates, construc
tion books, lubricants, cutters, lathe attach
ments, etc. Send $3.00 for literature to: Ken 
Law, CMC, CMBHI, Highway Contract 30, 
Box 825 , Prescott , AZ 86301. 

COMPLETE, MODERN, WATCH REPAIR 
BUSINESS. EAST COAST. GROSS $180,000+ 
PER YEAR AND GROWING. CONFIDENTIAL 
INQUIRIES. PRINCIPALS ONLY. Reply to 
Box FS-686-1 , Horological Times , 3700 Harri
son Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45211. 

WANTED TO BUY 

PATEK PHILLIPE-Mens wristwatches. We are 
interested in buying individual pieces and col
lections for an investment group. Paying $600 
for round, $1000 for square, and $15 00 for 
rectangular. Watches with complications such as 
chronograph, moonphase, repeater quoted on 
an individual basis. Call: Paul Duggan (617) 
256-5966, 4-9 PM E.S.T. Payment in any 
form; you may specify. 

GOOD USED FLOOR MODEL POLISHER & 
ROLLING MILL. GRAHAM JEWELRY, 
542 Virginia Ave., Bluefield , VA 24605; phone 
(703) 322-4385 ; evenings (703) 322-4854. 

IMMEDIATE CASH PAID for Gold, Silver, 
Platinum, any form! Jewelry scrap, filings, 
gold filled, sterling! Immediate top doJlar cash 
offer return mail! Satisfaction guaranteed. Ship 
insured/registered mail to: American Metals 
Co., 253 King St., Charleston, SC 29401; 
(803) 722-2073. (tf) 

WANTED 
We buy all types of 

Jewelers Scrap-Any condition. 

$27.00 lb. Gold-filled Watchbands 
$12 .00 I b. Plated Watchbands 

$12.00 I b. Silver Watch Batter ies 
(Mixed acceptable-We sort free of 

charge & we pay for mercury) 
$5.50 oz . G.F. Optical, Cases, etc. 
GOLD-95% of the market price 

for 10K, 14K, etc. 
We buy filings, bench sweeps, filters 

and buffing waste. 

Please call or write for more information : 

SPECIAL TY METALS REFINING CO. 
10 Bay St., Dept. 107 
Westport, CT 06880 

1(800) 426-2344 
"We will match any offer and still give 
you our quick, dependable service. " 

Postage and UPS reimbursed . 

SCHOOLS 

CLOCK REPAIR TRAINING for the serious 
resident student. Contact Gerry Hough, Parkland 
College, 2400 W. Bradley Ave., Champaign, IL 
61821. Phone (217) 351-2225. 4-4 

Correspondence courses in Quartz-Accutron
Watchmaking-Jcwclry-Lost Wax Casting and 
Rubber Mold Making. Free folders. Watchmak
ing Institute of Canada, 1012 Mt-Royal St. 
East, Montreal, H2J 1X6; (514) 523-7623. (tf) 

HELP WANTED 

EXPERT WATCHMAKER. Produce highest 
quality jeweled, digital, analog, repair. Tech
nical leader and patient teacher. Benefits. Write 
Peoples Jewelry Co., P.O . Box 973, Toledo, OH 
43696. (9-12) 

COMBINATION WATCHMAKER-JEWELER. 
Excellent pay plus all benefits. Von's Jewelry, 
717 N. Cable, Lima, Ohio 45805 . 
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Dates To Remember 

JUNE 1986 

6-8-Antique Watch Restoration Bench Course 
(AWi); Archie B. Perkins, instructor; 
Austin , TX. 

6-8-North Carolina Watchmakers Association 
Annual Convention; Radisson Hotel; 
High Point, NC. 

6-9-Watchmakers Association of Pennsylvania 
Annual Convention, Holiday Inn; Lan
caster, PA. 

14-Retrofitting Bench Course (AWi); Buddy 
Carpenter, instructor; Los Angeles, CA. 

15--Retrofitting Bench Course (AWi ); Buddy 
Carpenter, instructor; San Francisco, 
CA. 

18-22-41st NAWCC Convention; Cleveland, 
OH. 

28-29-American Watchmakers Institute (AWi) 
Annual Board of Directors meeting; 
Flagship Inn; Arlington, TX. 

JULY 1986 

12-13-lndiana Jewelers Association Conven
tion; Indianapolis Convention Center; 
Indianapolis, IN, (317) 631-8124. 

13-14-Jewelers of America New Orleans Trade 
Show; Hyatt Regency; New Orleans, LA. 

25-27-Watchmakers Association of Ohio 40th 
Annual Convention; Columbus, OH. 

AUGUST 1986 

17-Retrofitting Bench Course (AWi); James 
Broughton. instructor; Nashville, TN. 

17-Retrofitting Bench Course (AWi); Buddy 
Carpenter, instructor; Boston, MA. 

17-18-Restoration of Fusee Watches Bench 
Course (AWi); Ralph Geiger, instructor; 
Newark, NJ. 

22-24-Nebraska & South Dakota Jewelers 
Association 81st Annual Convention; 
Ramada Inn; Kearney, NE. 

SEPTEMBER 1986 

5-7-lntermountain Jewelers Association 25th 
Silver Jubilee Convention; Elkhorn 
Resort; Sun Valley, Idaho. 

6-Retrofitting Bench Course (AWi); Buddy 
Carpenter, instructor; Denver, CO. 

6-8-Advanced Lathe Bench Course (AWi); 
Archie B. Perkins, instructor; San 
Francisco, CA 
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7-Retrofitting Bench Course (AWi); Buddy 
Carpenter, instructor; Kansas City, MO. 

13-14-lowa Jewelers and Watchmakers Asso
ciation Convention and Trade Show; 
Des Moines Marriott Hotel; Des Moines, 
IA; (515) 274-1596. 

13-14-North Dakota Jewelers and Watch
makers Association Convention and 
Trade Show, Seven Seas Motor Inn; 
Mandan, ND, (701) 667-2836. 

14-Retrofitting Bench Course (AWi); James 
Broughton, instructor; Austin, TX. 

14-17-Striking Clocks Advanced Seminar 
(AWi); Joseph G. Baier, instructor; 
Seattle, WA. 

21-Seiko Quartz Combos Bench Course (AWi) ; 
Leslie L. Smith, instructor; St. Paul, MN. 

27-Arizona Horological Association Conven· 
tion; Prescott, AZ. 

28--Retrofitting Bench Course (AWi); James 
Broughton, instructor; Columbus, OH. 

OCTOBER 1986 

5-Retrofitting Bench Course (AWi); Buddy 
Carpenter, instructor; Richmond, VA. 

12-Retrofitting Bench Course (AWi ); James 
Broughton, instructor; Huntsville, AL. 

18-19-Restoration of Fusee Watches Bench 
Course (AWi); Ralph Geiger, instructor; 
San Francisco, CA. 

19-Meter Microamps and Modules Bench 
Course (AWi); Gerald Jaeger, instructor; 
Baltimore, MD. 

22-24-Using the Watchmakers Lathe Bench 
Course (AWi); Archie B. Perkins, in
structor; Cincinnati, 0 H. 

24-26-Florida State Watchmakers Association 
Convention; Palm Beach Airport Hilton; 
Palm Beach, FL. 

25-27-Advanced Lathe Bench Course (AWi ); 
Archie B. Perkins, instructor; Cincinnati, 
OH. 

NOVEMBER 1986 

1-2--111 inois Watchmakers Convention; Clock 
Tower Inn, Rockford, IL. For infor
mation: (309) 467-5016. 

9-Retrofitting Bench Course (AWi); James 
Broughton, instructor; Philadelphia, PA. 
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Now every piece of 
Seiko data you need can be 

at your fingertips. 

Each standard size microfiche card contains 
as much as 390 81/z'' x 11" catalog pages. 

Introducing the comprehensive Seiko Microfiche System. 
Get all the information you want, when you want it, fast. The lightweight Seiko 

Microfiche System conveniently saves you time, space, and money. Here's the 
kind of information it provides. Simply. Quickly. Quartz Casing Parts List: 
includes all casing part numbers for Seiko Quartz watches referenced by case 
number. Quartz Movement Parts List: contains all movement part numbers 
for Seiko Quartz watches referenced by calibre number, with pictures of the 
parts. Mechanical Casing Parts List: gives part numbers for all casing parts 
(crystals, crowns, etc.) for Seiko's mechanical watches. 
Referenced by case number. Mechanical Movement 
Parts List: includes all movement part numbers for all 
Seiko mechanical watches. Referenced by calibre 
number with pictures of the parts. Master Band Cross 
Reference: this list, never before available, provides 
you with the band number for all Seiko watches by both 
case number reference and model number reference. 

Each microfiche card grid is titled and alphanumerically 
indexed for fast, easy reference. And all Seiko microfiche 
documents are scaled to 48x magnification, compatible with 
just about any standard microfiche reader. 

The current Seiko Microfiche System only weighs about three ounces 
and costs only $14.00. By comparison, the same information in hard copy version, 
if available, would weigh over 35 pounds and cost hundreds of dollars. The Seiko 
Microfiche System is the better way to put the information you need at your fingertips. 
Order through the Seiko Material Department 
555 West 57th St., New York, NY 10019. ATIN: Information Control 

Also available, while supplies last, are free Seiko Battery Replacement 
Manuals and a new Seiko Case Servicing Guide. Just write to the Seiko 
Information Control Department for your free copies of these guides. 

SEIKO 






